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Nautilus User Manual 
 
by Hydra Research, LLC. 
 

 
Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ or send a letter to Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain 
View, CA 94042, USA. 
 

 
The Nautilus designs and software are licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public License-3.0 by Hydra 
Research, LLC. To view a copy of this license visit https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.en.html 
 
At Hydra Research we believe progress is a collaborative effort! We have released source files for the Nautilus 3D 
printer on our GitHub https://github.com/HydraResearchLLC/. This means you can use, share, reproduce, or sell 
any of our designs as you like, as long as you publish everything you do under the same or a compatible license. 
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For more information, call (503) 849-4879 or visit HydraResearch3D.com. 

Safety Information 
WARNINGS 
The Nautilus 3D printer contains electronic, motorized, and heated parts. Always be aware of possible hazards 
during operation. Keep your printer indoors in a dry, ventilated area and do not expose to rain or snow. 
 
Burn Hazard 
Never touch the nozzle, heater block, Print Surface, or build plate while hot, especially during printing. Make sure 
heating to the tool and bed are turned off and internal parts have cooled completely before touching. Do not touch 
recently extruded plastic, it is very hot and can stick to the skin causing burns. Avoid touching motors during or 
after printing as they can also get hot. 
 
Pinch Hazard 
The Nautilus uses motorized, moving parts that can get caught on body parts, hair, jewelry or clothing. Do not 
reach or put anything inside the printer during operation to avoid possible injury. 
 
Fire Hazard 
Never place flammable materials or any liquids on or near the printer while it is powered on. Electronics and 
heated parts can pose a fire hazard when used improperly. Never cover the fan vents on your printer; doing so 
can damage your printer and is a fire hazard. 
 
Electric Shock Hazard 
Always power down and unplug your Nautilus before connecting or disconnecting wires or accessing the 
electronics enclosure. Never open the power supply; it contains parts that can cause harm when handled 
improperly. Even when powered off, some power supply components pose a risk of electric shock. Place the 
power cable so that it does not pose a tripping hazard and do not use a damaged power cable. 
 
Print Surface 
Do not print directly onto the Aluminum Build Plate, it can damage your printer and violate your warranty. 
 
Keep Attended 
Never leave your Nautilus unattended during operation or while powered on. 
 
Appropriate Surface 
Always keep your printer on a clear, stable, and level surface.  
 
Age Warning 
For users under the age of 18, adult supervision is strongly recommended. Small components or printed parts 
may present a choking hazard. 
 
Warranty Warning 
The warranty included with the Nautilus covers manufacturer’s defects. Failure to observe the above warnings will 
void your warranty. Operation instructions can be found in this user manual; failure to follow the instructions or 
improper operation can damage your printer and void your warranty. Keep the packaging from your Nautilus; it 
must be shipped in packaging approved by Hydra Research for all warranty claims. 
 
User Modifications 
The Nautilus is open source and easily modified; the team at Hydra Research respects your right to modify or 
repair your printer. However, any damages caused by user modifications or attempted repairs are not covered by 
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your warranty. If you have any questions or concerns feel free to reach out to us by email: 
support@hydraresearch3d.com or phone: +1(503) 849-4879. 

1 Product Details 

1.1 Hardware Overview 

1.1.1 Exterior 

 

 
Front 
 

 
1. Spool Holder: This is where you will place your spool 

of filament. Ensure the free end of the filament is at the 
front of the spool and pointing downwards. 

2. Filament Insertion Point (FIP): There is a hole at the 
top of the FIP lined with a PTFE tube. This is where 
you will insert filament for printing. This part also 
contains the switch for filament runout detection. 

3. Touch Panel: This is the touchscreen interface for 
your Nautilus. There is an overview of the interface 
structure in Section 1.2 

4. IO Panel: This plate on the side of your printer 
contains the power switch, USB-B port for wired 
printing, and Micro USB port for updating the touch 
panel. 

5. Enclosure Door: This is the door to access the 
interior of your Nautilus. The door is reversible if you 
are left-handed or just prefer that the door opens the 
other way. To flip the door, remove the screws holding 
the hinges to the printer and swap them with the 
placeholder screws on the other side. 

ⓘ Do not overtighten the screws; you can strip 
out the threads in the front panel 

 
IO Panel 

 

 

1. Panel USB Port: This Micro USB port is used for 
updating the touch panel firmware. 

2. Main USB Port: This USB-B port is used for tethered 
printing. If you are unable to send files to the Nautilus 
over a wireless network, you can connect the Nautilus 
to a computer via this port and stream the print job 
from Cura to your printer. The printer must not lose 
connection to the computer for the duration of the job. 

3. Power Switch: Used for powering the Nautilus ON 
and OFF. 
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Top 
 

 

1. Spool Holder: This is where you will place your spool 
of 1.75 mm diameter filament. Ensure the free end of 
the filament is at the front of the spool and pointing 
downwards. The spool holder can accommodate a 
spool up to 11 cm wide and 30 cm in diameter. 

2. Active Ventilation: Ventilation port with a fan that will 
turn ON when needed. Do not cover this vent. 

3. Filament Insertion Point (FIP): There is a hole at the 
top of the FIP lined with a PTFE tube. This is where 
you will insert filament for printing. This part also 
contains the switch for filament runout detection. 

4. Passive Ventilation: Ventilation port, do not cover. 

 
Back 

 

 
 
 
1. Fume Vent: Two 80mm fan vent holes are located 

behind the black plastic cover. The cover can be 
unscrewed from the inside of the printer.  

2. Power Inlet: This is where the power cord is plugged 
into the Nautilus. Make sure to use a cord rated for 
10A at 110W or better. The Nautilus can be configured 
for 220W input rather easily, if you are interested, 
contact support. 

3. Ethernet Port: This is where you connect an ethernet 
cable for wired network connection if you opted for the 
Ethernet version of the Nautilus. This port will be 
covered if you purchased the WiFi version. 
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1.1.2 Interior 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Tool Head: This is the part of the printer responsible 
for heating and extruding the plastic filament. It 
includes the extruder, Tool Cartridge, part cooling, and 
bed probing systems. 

2. Tool Cartridge: This part is removable by the white 
tab sticking out on the right side of the tool head (See 
Section 1.4.1 for instructions on changing the Tool 
Cartridge). The Tool Cartridge is where the plastic 
filament is melted and pushed out of the nozzle to 
create 3D printed parts.  

3. BLTouch (Bed Leveling) Probe: The BLTouch is the 
white cylinder located behind the blower fan on the 
front of the toolhead. A small plastic pin will drop down 
from the BLTouch during the bed leveling procedure 
and for a moment when the printer is powered ON. 

4. Purge Bucket: The purge bucket captures excess 
material purged from the nozzle during material 
load/unload, at the beginning of each print, and when a 
print is resumed after a pause. It also has a square, 
orange, silicone pad used for wiping excess material 
from the nozzle after a purge. 

5. Build Plate: This is the heated aluminum plate that 
moves up and down. The Print Surface is magnetically 
attached to the build plate. Do not print directly on 
the build plate, a Print Surface is always required. 

6. Print Surface: The magnetically attached, flexible 
Print Surface is what the print adheres to during 
printing. This part can easily be switched for a 
replacement or to use an alternative surface for 
improved material adhesion.  
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1.2 Touch Screen UI Overview 
The Nautilus uses a 7’’ touch screen for user control of the printer. Here you can start print jobs, monitor the 
printer’s activity, load/unload material, and much more. 
 
Tabs 
The main interface is organized into four tabs that are always displayed at the bottom of the screen (highlighted in 
green). The Nautilus defaults to the Control Tab on startup.  
 
Each tab is explored in-depth in the following section. 
 

 
 

ⓘ The Nautilus uses the Duet open-source CNC Control Platform. This platform was designed to work with as 

many different configurations as possible so the Nautilus does not use everything that is available. Hydra 
Research has streamlined the display configuration as much as possible, but you may run into the occasional 
button that does not do anything on your Nautilus.  
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1.2.1 Control Tab 
This Tab is opened upon startup of the Nautilus. This and the Print Tab will be where you spend most of your 
time. 
 

 
 

1. Printer Status: Displays the current printer status: Standby, Idle, or Printing. 
2. Stop: The button acts as a software emergency stop. For all intents and purposes, it is like turning the 

printer OFF and then back ON again. Uses this if you need to stop what the printer is doing urgently. 
3. Heatbed ON/OFF: Turns the bed heater ON and OFF. 
4. Hotend ON/OFF: Turns the hotend heater ON and OFF. 
5. Current Heater Temperatures: The current temperature of the heaters on the Nautilus display in 

Celcius.  
● Red - the heater is ON and heating to the set active temperature. 
● Green - the heater is OFF. 
● Purple - heater fault. Check to ensure that the tool cartridge is properly inserted. 

6. Active Heater Temperatures: The temperature the heaters will heat to when powered ON. Click the box 
below the desired heater to manually adjust the active temperature.  

7. Standby Heater Temperatures: The Nautilus does not use standby temperatures. The standby 
temperature will usually be set the same as the active temperature unless the active temperature is set 
manually by the user via the display or Duet Web Control. Click the box corresponding to the desired 
heater to manually adjust the standby temperature.  

8. Tool Head Position XYZ: The current XYZ position of the tool head within the printer. 
9. Manual Homing: The far left of the homing buttons will home the X, Y, and Z axes all at once; the other 

three homing buttons will home each of the axes individually. The Nautilus conducts homing routines 
automatically, so you should rarely need to use these functions. 

10. Print Jobs: This button opens the file menu for all the Print Jobs that have been uploaded to your printer. 
This is where you select a job for printing. 
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11. Manual Movement: Opens manual axis jog control, allowing you to manually move the tool head and 
build plate around. This is primarily used for maintenance and troubleshooting, but may be useful after 
pausing a print job for inspecting or repairing prints. 

● X moves the tool to the left (-) or the right (+). 
● Y moves the tool to the front (-) or the back (+). 
● Z moves the print surface up (-) or down (+). 

12. Manual Extrude: Opens the manual extrusion control, allowing you to manually extrude or retract 
material/filament. This is primarily used for maintenance and troubleshooting. 

13. Macro Menu: Opens the Macro menu, which is home to the majority of the printer functions you will need 
for setup and calibration. Four key macros are displayed in the top right corner for easy access. 

14. Change Tool: Activate when you want to switch Tool Cartridges, or if you need to remove a Tool 
Cartridge for maintenance. 

15. Cooldown:  Disables all heaters. 
16. Material Load: Activates the material loading sequence. 
17. Material Unload: Activates the material unloading sequence. 
18. Bed Probe Reading: This is the reading from the bed probe, which is used during automatic bed level 

compensation. You do not need to pay attention to this. It will display P0 when the probe is not triggered. 
19. Automatic Bed Level Compensation: Manually initiate the automatic bed level compensation. This is 

only needed for diagnostic/debugging purposes; the Nautilus initiates auto bed level compensation at the 
beginning of every print job by default. 
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Macro Menu Structure 
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● Interior Lighting Control: Control the brightness level of interior lighting. 
○ High Brightness: Full brightness. 
○ Low Brightness: Low brightness. 
○ Nightlight: Just enough to see that the job is still going. 
○ Turn Off Lights: Lights fully disabled. 

● Preheat: Preheat the nozzle before loading or unloading material. If you are changing materials, always 
preheat for the higher of the two materials. The heater will not actually turn on until it is time to extrude 
material (loading, unloading, printing, etc.) or if the heater is manually activated. 

○ 220°C: Preheat the nozzle to 220°C. 
○ 240°C: Preheat the nozzle to 240°C. 
○ 260°C: Preheat the nozzle to 260°C. 
○ 280°C: Preheat the nozzle to 280°C. 
○ 300°C: Preheat the nozzle to 300°C. 

● Print Mode: Switch between normal and quiet mode for printing. 
○ Normal Mode: This is the default mode. 
○ Quiet Mode: Reduces speed and motor current for quieter operation. 

● Printer Calibration: Calibration routines. These should rarely be needed. 
○ Heatbed Temp Tuning: Runs automatic temperature calibration for the heat bed. 
○ Hotend Temp Tuning: Runs automatic temperature calibration for the hotend. 
○ Level Z: Levels the Z-carriages by raising the Z-axis until it hits the top of the axis. You will hear a 

grinding sound when this happens, which is normal and intentional. More info in Section 4.1.4 
● Networking 

○ Connect to WiFi: Displays the G-code required to connect to WiFi. This G-code must then be 
entered in the Console Tab. (See Section 2.1.3 for more information on connecting to WiFi) 

○ Display IP Address: If connected to a wireless network, this will display the Nautilus’ IP address 
used for uploading files from Cura and accessing Duet Web Control. 

○ Disable WiFi: Disables WiFi on the Nautilus until manually enabled or the Nautilus is restarted.  
○ Enable WiFi: Enables WiFi on the Nautilus. Only necessary if you have disabled the WiFi. 
○ Forget All Networks: Removes all remembered networks from the Nautilus. 
○ Reconnect to WiFi: Re-establishes a wireless connection by resetting the WiFi module and 

sending a new DHCP request. 
● Change Tool: Use this when you want to change or unload a Tool Cartridge. Remember to unload 

material before initiating this process. The process will reset the heater fault that is triggered when you 
remove a Tool Cartridge. 

● Cooldown: Turns OFF all heaters on the Nautilus. 
● Material Load: Runs the material loading procedure. Make sure to preheat first; if you are changing 

materials, always preheat for the higher of the two materials. 
● Material Unload: Runs the material unloading procedure. Make sure to preheat first; if you are changing 

materials, always preheat for the higher of the two materials. 
● Power Loss Recovery: In the event of a power loss during a print job, this feature gives you the chance 

to resume/save the job. This recovery relies on the power stored in capacitors to run some emergency 
procedures before all power is lost. Additionally, jobs using materials that shrink significantly as they cool 
may not be resumable if the printer has cooled before power loss recovery is initiated. Power loss 
recovery is not guaranteed to work every time, and you should always visually inspect the Nautilus 
and the part to make sure the part is still stuck to the Print Surface and everything looks in order 
with the printer. 
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1.2.2 Print Tab 
The Print Tab gives you control over the active print job. Here you can adjust print speed, printing temperature, 
Z-offset, and view remaining time estimates. 
 

 
 

1. Print Job Name: Displays the name of the active print job. If not displaying, toggle to another tab and 
then back to the Print Tab. 

2. Printer Status: Displays the current printer status. 
3. Stop: The button acts as a software emergency stop. For all intents and purposes, it is like turning the 

printer OFF and then back ON again. Use this if you need to stop what the printer is doing urgently. 
4. Heatbed ON/OFF: Turns the bed heater ON and OFF. 
5. Hotend ON/OFF: Turns the hotend heater ON and OFF. 
6. Current Heater Temperatures: The current temperature of the heaters on the Nautilus display in 

Celcius.  
● Red - the heater is ON and heating to the set active temperature. 
● Green - the heater is OFF. 
● Purple - Heater Fault. Check to ensure that the tool is properly inserted. 

7. Active Heater Temperatures: The temperature the heaters will heat to when powered ON. Click the box 
below the desired heater to manually adjust the active temperature.  

8. Standby Heater Temperatures: The Nautilus does not use standby temperatures. The standby 
temperature will usually be set the same as the active temperature unless the active temperature is set 
manually by the user via the display or Duet Web Control. Click the box corresponding to the desired 
heater to manually adjust the standby temperature.  

9. Extruder Flow: Controls the amount of material flowing from the extruder as a percentage. Increase or 
decrease to adjust for under or over extrusion. 

10. Print Speed: This controls the printing speed as a percentage. 
11. Part Cooling Fan: This controls the part cooling fan speed as a percentage. 
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12. Pause/Resume/Cancel: This button will pause the current Job. When a job is paused it will be replaced 
with a resume button and the babystepping button will be replaced with a cancel button. 

13. Babystepping: This allows for micro adjustments to the Z-offset. Used for dialing in the first layer offset. 
DO NOT use after the first layer has been completed. The babystepping value is reset every time the 
printer restarts. (Refer to Section 4.1.2 for instructions on permanently saving the Babystepping value.) 

14. Tool Head Position XYZ: The current XYZ position of the tool head within the printer. 
15. Print Job Progress Bar: Displays the print job progress with a bar visual. 
16. Time Remaining Estimates:  Three different time remaining estimates based on the file size, amount of 

filament used for the job, and the layer height. 
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1.2.3 Console Tab 

 
 

1. Keyboard: This opens a keyboard for manual entry of G-code commands. 
2. Message Time: The time elapsed since the message was initially triggered. 
3. Message: Useful information about the status of the printer, calibration results, and error messages.  
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1.2.4 Setup Tab 
The Setup Tab is home to the settings and calibration for the touch display on the Nautilus. Here you will be able 
to adjust your brightness, volume, language, theme, and more. 
  

 
 

1. Touch Screen Firmware Version: Displays the version of the PanelDue open-source firmware, which 
the Nautilus touch display is based on. 

2. Free Ram: This is primarily for debugging purposes. You should not need to worry about it. 
3. Baud Rate: Changing this is not recommended. The default is 57600. 
4. Press Feedback Volume: Controls the click that is played to provide auditory feedback when pressing 

buttons on the display. A value of 0 will turn the press feedback off.  
5. Language: Choose the language of the text on the display. This will not affect custom messages on the 

Nautilus, which are only available in English at this time. 
6. Calibrate Touch: If your display is registering presses inaccurately, running this calibration may remedy 

that. 
7. Mirror Display: This will mirror the display left to right and is not recommended for the Nautilus. 
8. Invert Display: This will rotate the display 180°. This should not be needed for the Nautilus. 
9. Display Theme: Here you can choose a display theme. The default for the Nautilus is Dark theme 2. 
10. Brightness Decrease: Decrease the display brightness. 
11. Brightness Increase: Increase the display brightness. 
12. Automatic Dimming Control: Choose how/if the display will dim if not used for a certain amount of time. 
13. Info Timeout: Controls the information pop-up timeout for system messages. The Default value is 5. This 

does not affect custom messages for the Nautilus, which have message-specific timeouts that are not 
user controllable. 

14. Clear Settings: This will restore all settings to the Duet factory defaults NOT the Nautilus defaults.  
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1.3 Duet Web Control 
Duet Web Control is a browser-based UI for your Nautilus that allows full control from any computer on the same 
network. Duet Web Control can be accessed by typing your Nautilus’ IP address in the URL bar of your browser. 
This is a limited overview of the Duet Web Control interface; for a more detailed description, visit: 
https://duet3d.dozuki.com/Wiki/Duet_Web_Control_Manual 

1.3.1 Interface Overview 

 
1. G-code entry box: Allows you to quickly send G-code commands to your Nautilus. 
2. Upload & Start: Upload sliced prints to your Nautilus. It is recommended to start prints directly from the 

printer to make sure everything is properly set up for printing. 
3. Emergency Stop: This button acts as a software emergency stop. For all intents and purposes, it is like 

turning the printer OFF and then back ON again. Use this if you need to stop what the printer is doing 
urgently. 

4. Status: Displays the status of important values including Tool Head position/speed and sensor values. 
5. Tools: Displays nozzle and bed temperatures, they can also be adjusted from this box. 
6. Temperature: Plots nozzle and bed temperatures over the course of a print. 
7. Current Tab: Displays the selected tab from the sidebar (Items 8-10). The default is Status. The sidebar 

and everything in the top section of Duet Web Control will stay the same regardless of the selected tab. 
8. Machine Control: This category contains tabs that allow you to control your Nautilus. 

a. Dashboard: Allows you to control the motors and fans as well as run macros. 
b. G-Code Console: This is the same as the Console tab on the Touch Interface. 
c. Height Map: Displays the data from the last bed probing sequence. 

9. Current Job: This category contains some simple controls including babystepping as well as the Status 
tab, which gives current information about your Nautilus. 
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10. File Management: This category contains tabs that give access to various important files on your 
Nautilus. 

a. G-Code Jobs: Same as the Print Jobs menu on the Control Tab. Run, add, delete, or organize 
print jobs. 

b. Macros: Same as the Macros menu on the touch interface. Run, add, delete, or organize macros. 
c. Filaments: This tab is not used by default on the Nautilus. You can upload filament specific 

macros in this tab. 
d. System: Access to the configuration and system files for your Nautilus. It is not recommended to 

edit these files unless you understand what you are changing 
11. Settings: This category contains a settings interface for Duet Web Control as well as your Nautilus. 

a. General: Duet Web Control settings. You should not have to change most of these settings 
except for theme control and adding a wireless webcam. These settings carry over between 
different printers running on Duets. 

b. Machine-specific: Duet Web Control settings for your Nautilus, including some basic machine 
settings such as temperatures and babystepping. 
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1.4 Accessories 

1.4.1 Tool Cartridges 
Tool cartridges are quick and easy to change and offer a wide variety of printing capabilities from high detail to 
rapid drafting. 
Changing a Tool Cartridge 

1. Before starting, make sure to unload filament. 
2. On the Control tab select the Change Tool option from the menu in the top right. 
3. Once the printer stops moving, a message will pop up prompting you to remove the installed Tool 

Cartridge. Remove the Tool Cartridge by grabbing the white tab located on the right side of the print 
head. Pull the tab to the right and up slightly. The Tool Cartridge is held in by both friction and a magnet 
so it will take a little force to get it out. 

⚠ CAUTION The Tool Cartridge may be HOT when you remove it, especially if it was just 

heated to remove filament. 
4. When you are ready, insert the new Tool Cartridge you want to use. Make sure the red line on the tool 

cartridge is covered by the Tool Head. Press OK on the pop-up message to clear the heater fault that was 
triggered by removing the previous tool. You are now ready to use your Nautilus. 

 
The Tool Cartridge is properly installed when the red mark is covered 

 
 
X Series Tool Cartridges 
All X Series Tool Cartridges use genuine E3D Nozzle X, a specially designed, hardened steel nozzle plated with 
nickel for abrasion resistance and a W2 coating for low friction and better flow properties. These nozzles are 
suitable for all FFF materials supported on the Nautilus. They can withstand repeated use of abrasive 
materials like carbon or glass fiber reinforced materials. 
 
The thermal properties of Nozzle X often require a 5°C to 10°C temperature increase over what would be used for 
a typical brass nozzle of the same nozzle diameter. 
 

X 400 - all around 
This is the standard, 0.4mm Tool Cartridge included with every Nautilus. It offers a great balance between 
speed and detail. Additional Tool Cartridges for more specialized applications are sold separately. 
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X 800 - rapid drafting 
This large, 0.8mm nozzle diameter Tool Cartridge excels at printing large parts quickly when there are no 
small features and surface finish is less important. Due to the much thicker extrusion width, parts are 
typically stronger when printed with this tool. 

 
B Series Tool Cartridge 
All B Series Tool Cartridges use genuine E3D Brass Nozzles. Brass’ thermal properties improve flow properties 
allowing for faster printing speeds. These nozzles are only suitable for non-abrasive materials; repeated use of 
abrasive materials will likely damage your nozzle. 
 

B 250 - high detail 
The 0.25mm Tool Cartridge can produce very high detail prints at the cost of greatly increased print times. 
It is best used for smaller parts that have small features and need a smooth surface finish. Due to the thin 
extrusion width, parts are typically weaker than those printed with larger nozzles. 
 

1.4.2 Print Surfaces 
Magnetic, removable Print Surfaces offer easy part removal and are easy to switch so you are always using the 
ideal Print Surface for the material and application. 
 
PEI - All around 
The BuildTak PEI Print Surface is a great all around print surface offering good part adhesion for many commonly 
used materials. The part of the print in contact with BuildTak PEI will have a smooth, glossy surface finish. This is 
the stock print surface included with the Nautilus. 
 
BuildTak Original - Increased adhesion for some materials 
The BuildTak Original Print Surface provides extra bed adhesion for materials like ABS and Co-polyesters (PETG, 
CPE, etc). The part of the print in contact with BuildTak Original will have a more matte, textured surface. 

 
Nautilus Print Surfaces 
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Changing a Print Surface 
Changing a Print Surface is easy! Just grab the plate from the front corners and lift up. When reinstalling, make 
sure the two screws at the back of the build plate align and are fully seated in the notched cutouts at the back of 
the Print Surface.  
 

⚠ CAUTION The Print Surface may be HOT, especially if a print job with a high build plate temperature just 

finished. 

 
Proper alignment of the Print Surface 

 
Cleaning a Print Surface 
In order to work effectively, your Print Surface must be extremely clean. Before every print, make sure your Print 
Surface is clean of bed adhesives. If not, they can be washed off with warm water and the soft side of a sponge. 
Then make sure to remove dirt and oils by wiping with 90% or higher IPA (Isopropyl Alcohol). If your current 
material requires it, apply a bed adhesive or material interface. More information on bed adhesion for specific 
materials can be found in Section 5. 
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1.4.3 Tool Kit 
Every Nautilus ships with a tool kit that contains some of the key tools and replacement parts you will need to 
maintain your Nautilus and post-process your 3D printed parts. This tool kit is designed to get you started, you will 
probably find that there are additional tools you want to use. 
 
Below is a brief overview of all the items included in your Nautilus tool Kit. 
 

 
1. IPA Wipes: These isopropyl alcohol wipes are for wiping down your Print Surface. We recommend doing 

this at the beginning of every print job. These will get you through your first few prints, but it is 
recommended to purchase a bottle of IPA and paper towels at your local convenience store. More 
information on Print Surface preparation can be found in Section 1.4.2. 

2. Wire Brush: This can be used for a number of things, but is primarily intended for cleaning plastic bits out 
of the extruder gears and cleaning the nozzle on the Tool Cartridge if burnt plastic begins to build up. 
More on this in Section 7. 

3. Tool Cartridge Maintenance Kit: This includes replacement parts for your Tool Cartridge as well as 
some cleaning needles, which can be helpful for clearing jams in the Nozzle. See Section 7 for more info. 

4. Hex Key Set: All the necessary sizes of hex keys to unscrew the bolts on your Nautilus during 
maintenance, etc. 

5. Deburring Tool: This is intended for removing brims on printed parts after printing. More information on 
post-processing printed parts can be found in Section 3.6. 

6. Spatula: While most parts can be removed from the Print Surface by flexing, some parts need a little 
extra help. The spatula can be used to get underneath the part and pry it off.  
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⚠ CAUTION Be careful, you can damage the laminated material on your Print Surface with 

the spatula if you are scraping too aggressively. 

⚠ IMPORTANT The spatula has a very sharp edge, always scrape away from yourself. 

Gloves are recommended. 
7. Pliers: The cutter at the base of the plier jaws can be used for cutting a fresh tip on the filament, which is 

recommended before loading filament. The pliers can also be useful for support removal after a part has 
finished printing. 

8. Flush Cutters: The flush cutters can also be used for cutting a fresh tip on the filament, which is 
recommended before loading filament. They can also be useful for cutting away support material after a 
part has finished printing. 

9. Tweezers: The tweezers can come in handy for many things, including grabbing things in tight places 
during maintenance and repairs, removing support material from hard to reach areas on a part after 
printing, and more. 

10. Hobby Knife: This hobby knife is useful for removing brims in tight areas where the deburring tool is less 
effective. You will likely find many other uses for the hobby knife when removing supports and cleaning up 
parts after they have been printed. 

⚠ IMPORTANT The hobby knife has a very sharp edge, always be careful and cut away from 

yourself whenever possible.  

1.4.4 Filter 
Melting filament during printing is known to release fumes and microplastics of varying degrees of toxicity. The 
Nautilus’ fully enclosed design helps to keep these fumes contained, but for certain printing environments and 
filaments, this may not be enough.  
 
A filter designed specifically for the Nautilus is in the works, but in the meantime you may want to implement your 
own solution. Under the black cover on the back of the Nautilus are two 80mm fan ports. 
 
If you plan to print with more toxic materials like Vinyl, you may want to look into a filter system like the 3D 
PrintPro by BOFA (https://bofainternational.com/us/find-products/extraction-systems/results/3d-printpro-3/). We 
plan to release a 3D printable adapter for these filters sometime in the future.  
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1.5 Product Support 
At Hydra Research we stand behind our products. We have a number of support options detailed below. 

1.5.1 Documentation & Resources 
All Nautilus documentation and firmware updates can be found on our website. Click the Resources tab in the 
main navigation bar, scroll down to the products section, and select the Nautilus. Alternatively you can navigate 
directly to the Nautilus resources page via the URL below. 
 
Nautilus Documentation & Resources: www.hydraresearch3d.com/nautilus-resources 

1.5.2 Community Forum 
The Hydra Research Community Forum is a great place to get help with any issues you might be having, 
share ideas, and make suggestions. We do our best to be active with our community on our forum, so please 
do not hesitate to join and post.  
 
Hydra Research Community Forum: www.forum.hydraresearch3d.com 

1.5.3 Hydra Research Support 
If you are having any problems with your Nautilus, be they hardware, software, or anything else, do not hesitate to 
reach out to support. There are several options for getting in contact with us listed below.  
 
Support Contact Methods 
We will do our best to get back to you as soon as possible, typically within one business day. 
 
Support Form: www.hydraresearch3d.com/contact 
Email: support@hydraresearch3d.com 
Phone: (503) 849-4879 (M-F 9am-5pm) 

1.5.4 Duet Open Source Electronics 
The Nautilus utilizes the powerful Duet platform for the mainboard, touch panel, and web control. The Duet is 
a modular and extremely adaptable, open source 3D printer and CNC control system. The Nautilus is not the 
only printer that uses this system; the Duet community is quite large and a great secondary source of information 
and support. We encourage you to check out the following resources if you want to delve deeper into how your 
Nautilus operates or you would like to join the Duet community for more support options and sharing of ideas. 
 
Duet Forum: forum.duet3d.com 
Duet Documentation: duet3d.dozuki.com  
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2 Getting Started 

2.1 Getting Ready to Print 
 
Ensure that the Nautilus is plugged in with the supplied power cable. The power plug on the Nautilus is located on 
the back of the printer at the bottom. 
 
Make sure ALL packaging detailed in the unpacking guide is removed and the printer has been placed on a clear, 
stable surface in a well-ventilated area before powering on the printer using the red switch located on the left side 
of the Nautilus. 

2.1.1 Powering ON 
 
Unlike many of the printers you may be used to, the Nautilus has an initialization sequence it performs every 
time power is turned on. It will take a moment before your printer is ready to use. This ensures that all parts of 
the machine are in the desired position so that everything is ready to go.  
 
The display is sometimes faster to boot up than the printer; this means some menu options may not appear right 
away. When the status indicator in the top right of your printer’s display changes to idle, your Nautilus is ready to 
go.  
 

⚠ IMPORTANT During the power-up sequence the BLTouch bed probe (the white vertical cylinder 

located just behind the part fan on the tool head) will initiate a self-test. If the test is successful the 
BLTouch will glow red, if unsuccessful it will continually flash red. The self-test can fail if the tool head is 
very close to the build plate on startup. Restarting the printer should fix this. If it does not, there may be 
an issue with the BLTouch or the wiring, in which case please contact Hydra Research support. 

2.1.2 Bed Leveling and Z-Offset 
It is important to note that bed leveling and Z-offset are not the same. Bed leveling compensates for the bed of 
the printer being slightly out of level, while the Z-offset calibrates the distance of the nozzle from the bed for the 
first layer of a print. Bed leveling is done automatically by your Nautilus, but you will need to calibrate your Z-offset 
manually. The Z-offset is calibrated in the factory for the X400 Tool Cartridge, so this should only be done for new 
Tool Cartridges or if you notice a consistent issue with the offset. Instructions to calibrate the Z-offset are in 
Section 4.1.2 and more on automatic bed leveling is discussed in Section 4.1.3. 
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2.1.3 Connecting to a WiFi network 
The primary method for uploading print jobs and firmware to your Nautilus is the WiFi network.  

ⓘ The WiFi module in the Nautilus is not compatible with 5GHz connections. However, if your network 

has both 5GHz and 2.4GHz bands, a computer on the 5GHz band can print to a Nautilus on 2.4GHz. 
Adding a Network 

1. Power on the Nautilus in range of your WiFi network 
2. Disable WiFi on your Nautilus by selecting Macros→Networking→Disable WiFi 
3. Select the Console tab at the bottom of the control screen and open the input interface by clicking the 

keyboard icon in the top right. 
4. Enter the following G-code command replacing the italicized part with your relevant network credentials, 

making sure to include the quotation marks. Press the return key on the keyboard to send the command. 
 

M587 S”SSID” P”Password” 
 

ⓘ SSID is your network name. SSID and password are case sensitive; make sure spaces and 

capitalization match. The Connect to WiFi button in Macros→Networking menu displays this 
command in case you forget. 

ⓘ If you are connecting to an unsecured network, we strongly recommend securing it with 

a password, but you can still connect by entering nothing with in the quotes where you would 
typically put the password ex:  
 

M587 S”SSID” P”” 
 

5. After you enter your network credentials, nothing will happen until you enable WiFi by selecting 
Macros→Networking→Enable WiFi 

6. After a few moments, you should get a popup on-screen confirming that you are connected and 
displaying your Nautilus’ IP address, which you will need to connect your Nautilus to Cura and to access 
the Duet Web Control interface. 
 

Troubleshooting WiFi Network Connections 
● If you were unable to connect, try re-entering the G-code command being very careful that everything is 

entered correctly. 
● If this still does not work, you can try pressing the Forget All Networks button located in the Networking 

menu in your Macros menu. You will need to power cycle your Nautilus for these changes to take effect. 
Once complete, repeat step 3. 

● You can also request a new IP address via DHCP if your network lease has expired or you are 
experiencing other IP related issues. To do this run the Reconnect WiFi macro from the Networking menu 
within the Macros menu. 

● If you are still experiencing problems don’t hesitate to contact support.  
 
Enterprise Authentication  
Enterprise Authentication is not supported on the Nautilus. If you are unable to access a WPA2 network, we 
recommend ordering the Ethernet version of the Nautilus or setting up your Nautilus WiFi as an access point 
(see 2.1.4). If you have a Nautilus WiFi and would like to switch to a Nautilus Ethernet, it is possible to switch 
by swapping out the main control board, which is not too difficult. If you would like to learn more about this or have 
any questions please contact: support@hydraresearch3d.com  
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2.1.4 Configure Nautilus as WiFi Access Point 
You can configure your Nautilus as an access point, allowing you to connect to your Nautilus as though it were 
a WiFi router. You may want to do this if you only have access to a WiFi connection with enterprise 
authentication and cannot use the Ethernet version of the Nautilus or you do not have access to internet of any 
kind. 
 

1. Begin by powering ON your Nautilus and disabling the WiFi module by navigating to 
Macros→Networking→Disable WiFi, or by typing M552 S0 into the Console. 

2. Select the Console tab at the bottom of the control screen and open the input interface by clicking the 
keyboard icon in the top right. 

3. Enter the following G-code command replacing the italicized part with your relevant network credentials, 
making sure to include the quotation marks. Press the return key on the keyboard to send the command. 

 
M589 S”SSID” P”Password” Inn.nn.nn.nn 
 

S: SSID, what you want the network created by your Nautilus to be called. 
P: Choose a password, must be at least 8 characters. WPA2 security will be used. 
I: Your desired IP address ex: 1.1.1.1, this will be entered in Cura to send print jobs to 
your Nautilus and in your web browser to access Duet Web Control. 

ⓘ SSID is your network name. SSID and password are case sensitive; make sure spaces and 

capitalization match. The Connect to WiFi button in Macros→Networking menu displays this 
command in case you forget. 

4. Now enable your WiFi module in access point mode by typing M552 S2 into your Console. After few 
moments a message will popup up that says “WiFi module is providing access point…” 

5. You can now access your Nautilus by selecting the network and typing in the password you just created 
on any WiFi enabled device. 

6. IMPORTANT!: If you restart your Nautilus it will default back to searching for a WiFi network, to keep this 
from happening we need to do one more thing. 

7. Connect to the Nautilus as described in step 6, open a web browser and type in the IP address you 
created into the search bar. 

8. Once Duet Web Control loads, navigate to the menu on the left side of the page (click the 3 horizontal 
bars at the top left if it is not there), in the File Management section select System. 

9. Open the file titled “config-override.g” and create a new line at the bottom. Paste in the following line and 
then click save in the top right hand corner. 
 

M552 S2     ; Configure Nautilus as access point 

 
11. Turn OFF your Nautilus, and turn it back on. After your Nautilus is done initializing, a message will pop up 

that says “WiFi module is providing access point…” 
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2.1.5 Password Protecting your Nautilus 
Anyone on the same WiFi network will be able to access and control your Nautilus if you do not password protect 
it. 
 

● With your Nautilus powered on, navigate to the Console tab and click the keyboard icon in the top right. 
● Enter the following G-code command replacing the password with your desired password. 

 
M551 Ppassword 
 

ⓘ The code ‘P’ part is not part of your password and must be typed in as displayed. The 

password is case sensitive and you can use any characters available in the on-screen keyboard 
with the exception of the semicolon (;) as this is reserved for code commenting. 

 
● Your password has now been set. You will be asked to enter it when accessing your printer via Duet Web 

Control, and you will also need to enter it in the Cura connections set up (Section 2.2.2). 

2.1.6 Print Surface and Purge Bucket 
Print Surface 
The Nautilus uses a custom, spring steel Print Surface that magnetically attaches to the build plate. Both sides of 
the spring steel are laminated with a special film specifically designed to adhere to the part during printing. 
 
Before you begin a print, make sure that the Print Surface is correctly installed on your printer. DO NOT print 
directly on the bare aluminum build plate. This may cause serious damage to your printer.  
 
Aligning your print surface is done by sliding the back edge of the Print Surface until the two black alignment 
screws located at the back of the build plate are snug in the corners of the cutouts in your print surface. 
 

 
Proper alignment of the Print Surface 

 
Before every print, wipe your Print Surface down with IPA to remove dirt and oils. If your last print used a bed 
adhesive, first wash your print surface with warm water and the soft side of a sponge to remove leftover adhesive. 
 
For some materials, you may also want to put an interface material on your Print Surface like glue stick or window 
cleaner. See Section 5 for material specific information regarding bed adhesion. 
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Purge Bucket 
The purge bucket is an essential part of the Nautilus, and it must be correctly seated in its mounting bracket at the 
left front corner of the build area. The purge bucket is used to collect waste material from purging the nozzle 
which is done at the beginning of every print, resuming a print if a print is paused, and during material load and 
unload. Make sure to empty the purge bucket regularly. 

ⓘ You need to lower the build plate and move the toolhead out of the way in order to remove the purge 
bucket. 

 
 Purge bucket, make sure it is properly seated as pictured 

 
 

2.1.7 Loading/Unloading Material 
The Nautilus is compatible with 1.75 mm diameter filament and can accommodate a spool up to 30 cm in 
diameter and up to 11 cm wide. 

ⓘ When preheating the nozzle, the Nautilus sets the temperature but does not turn on the heater. The heater 

will automatically turn on to the preheat temperature when necessary. The heater can also be activated manually. 
 
Loading Material 

● Before loading filament, preheat the nozzle to the print temperature of the filament you wish to load, 
there are a number of pre-programmed values located in the Macros menu.  

● Navigate to the Load/Unload Material menu also located in the Macros menu and select Load Material 
● From this point follow the onscreen prompts: insert the filament at the Filament Insertion Point until 

resistance is met 
● Press OK and the Nautilus will heat the nozzle and purge material 
● You are now ready to print! 

 
The Filament Insertion Point, arrows indicate where filament goes 
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Unloading Material 
Similar to loading material, you will need to preheat the nozzle before unloading. If the material you are 
unloading has a different print temperature than the material you are loading next, make sure to preheat to the 
higher print temperature. Navigate to the Load/Unload Material menu also located in the macros menu and select 
Unload Material. The on-screen prompts will guide you through the rest of the process and let you know when it is 
okay to remove the material.  

2.2 Cura Setup 
To install Ultimaker Cura, navigate to https://ultimaker.com/en/products/ultimaker-cura-software, click Download 
for Free, and follow the on-screen prompts. 

2.2.1 Installing the Hydra Research Nautilus Plugin 

ⓘ If you have not already connected your Nautilus to WiFi, go to Section 2.1.3 and complete that 

process first. 
 
Ultimaker Cura 

1. Open Ultimaker Cura 

ⓘ If you have not opened Cura before, you will have to add a printer because the Nautilus will 

not be listed until the plugin is installed. Any printer will do. 
2. Open the Marketplace using the button in the upper right-hand corner 

 
3. In the Marketplace find the Hydra Research Nautilus plugin and click it to download 
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4. You will be prompted to restart Cura to finish the install. 
5. Re-open Cura, click the name of the printer you added when Cura was opened and click Add Printer 
6. In the pop-up, click Add a non-networked printer. There will be a category for Hydra Research, open 

the drop down, select Hydra Research Nautilus and click Add 

ⓘ Even though the Nautilus is WiFi enabled, Cura cannot recognize it as a networked printer 

at this time. Entering your IP address under Add a networked printer will not work. 
7. Select the Extensions dropdown in the top menu bar and navigate to  

Hydra Research Nautilus Plugin→Nautilus Connections 

 
8. In the window that opens you can give your printer a name and enter your Nautilus’ IP address. The 

address is displayed on power up and can also be found in the console tab on the Nautilus display. 

ⓘ You will need to enter the username and password for your Nautilus if you configured them 

as described in Section 2.1.4. If you did not configure them, leave those fields blank. 
9. You are now set up to upload sliced parts to your Nautilus from within Cura. 

 
GitHub 
If you have an issue with the Marketplace, the plugin can be manually installed from our GitHub. Only use this 
method if the Marketplace is not functioning properly or the plugin does not appear there. 

1. Navigate to www.github.com/HydraResearchLLC/Nautilus/releases 
2. Find the most recent release compatible with your version of Cura, under “Assets” click 

Nautilus.curapackage to download the file 
3. Open Ultimaker Cura 

ⓘ If you have not opened Cura before, you will have to add a printer because the Nautilus will 

not be listed until the plugin is installed. Any printer will do. 
4. Navigate to Nautilus.curapackage in your computer’s file explorer and drag it onto the Cura window 
5. You will be prompted to restart Cura to finish the install. 
6. Re-open Cura, click the name of the printer you added when Cura was opened and click Add Printer 
7. In the pop-up, click Add a non-networked printer. There will be a category for Hydra Research, open 

the drop down, select Hydra Research Nautilus and click Add 

ⓘ Even though the Nautilus is WiFi enabled, Cura cannot recognize it as a networked printer. 

Entering your IP address under Add a networked printer will not work at this time. 
8. Re-open Cura and select the Extensions dropdown in the top menu bar and navigate to  

Hydra Research Nautilus Plugin→Nautilus Connections 
9. In the window that opens you can give your printer a name and enter your Nautilus’ IP address which is 

displayed on power up and can be found in the console tab on the Nautilus display. 
a. You will need to enter the username and password for your Nautilus if you configured them. 

10. You are now set up to upload sliced parts to your Nautilus from within Cura. 
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2.2.2 Connecting to your Nautilus 
 
Duet Web Control 
You can also connect to your printer from any internet connected device on the same network as the Nautilus by 
typing your Nautilus’ IP address into your browser’s search bar. Your Nautilus’ IP address is displayed on power 
up and can be found in the console tab on the Nautilus display or under WiFi in the Macros menu. 
 
This will open the Duet Web Control interface where you can remotely monitor, control, update the firmware, and 
more. More information on Duet Web Control can be found in Section 1.3. 
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3 Printing 

3.1 Slicing 3D Files in Ultimaker Cura 
Before you begin here, make sure you have completed the Cura setup described in Section 2.2. 
 
Ultimaker Cura is a powerful slicing software designed to be easy to use for beginners while providing powerful 
setting control for advanced users.  

3.1.1 Importing a Model and Slicing 
 
Importing a 3D model 
Cura accepts STL and OBJ files (note that you must check OBJ file support during installation of the application). 
To import your 3D file click the file logo located in the top right corner and use the file browser to find your file. 
Alternatively, you can drag and drop your 3D file onto an open Cura window. 
 
Choosing Print Settings 
You can select a material and Tool Cartridge from the center tab of the settings bar. The right tab of the settings 
bar contains your layer height, infill, brim, and support options. The custom button at the bottom of this drop-down 
opens up advanced settings control.  
 
Preparing and Previewing 
Once you have settled on your print settings, click the prepare button in the bottom right corner. Once Cura has 
finished generating tool paths you are ready to upload the job to your Nautilus. It is advised to switch to the 
Preview view located at the top between Prepare and Monitor which will provide a digital preview of the tool paths 
generated. This is a great way to help ensure you get the results you want.  
 

ⓘ The monitor view was primarily designed by Ultimaker for Ultimaker 3D printers and for monitoring 

prints done over USB. This view is not typically used when printing on the Nautilus. Remote monitoring is 
done via Duet Web Control.  

3.1.2 Uploading Sliced Files to your Nautilus 
 
Uploading over WiFi 
Once you have sliced your 3D model, you're ready to upload it to your Nautilus. The primary way to do this is to 
use the Upload button that replaces the Prepare button once the slicing has finished. If you have multiple Nautili 
connected you can select the one you wish to upload to by clicking the arrow located on the right side of the 
upload button.  
 
Once you have clicked Upload, a progress bar will appear at the center of the Cura window. When the upload is 
complete a new message will replace the upload bar, letting you know the upload is complete, and an open 
browser button gives you a quick way to open the Duet Web Control interface for the Nautilus you have just 
uploaded to.  
 
You are now ready to start the print, instructions are detailed in Section 3.2. 
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Printing over USB 
If you are not able to use WiFi or simply wish not to use it, you can print your files from a computer connected to 
the Nautilus via USB.  
 

ⓘ If you print over USB you cannot disconnect the Nautilus from your computer for the duration of the 

print or the print will fail. In this case, the computer is steaming the G-code used for printing to the printer 
versus the printer reading the G-code from onboard storage, which is what happens if you upload over 
WiFi.  

 
● Connect a USB-B cable to the USB port on the Nautilus labeled Main and connect the other end to your 

computer.  
● After you have prepared (sliced) your 3D model, click the arrow on the Upload button that replaced the 

Prepare button and select the print via USB option.  
● This will initiate the print on your Nautilus. 

 
When printing over USB you can use the Monitor tab in Cura to see the progress of the print and access some 
basic control of the Nautilus. 

3.2 Starting a Print 
There are two ways to start a print. We recommend always starting a print from the Control tab on the Nautilus as 
it is always a good idea to visually check that everything is set up properly on your Nautilus before initiating a  
print. If you are confident that your printer is ready to begin a print, you can also begin a print from Duet Web 
Control, which you can access by typing your printer’s IP address into any web browser. 
 
Starting a Print from the Nautilus 

1. After preparing your part in Cura and uploading it to the Nautilus, make sure that your Nautilus is ready to 
print the part you’ve selected i.e. the correct material, Tool Cartridge, and Print Surface is loaded, the 
build area is clear, and the purge bucket is securely in place. (Note that the correct material and tool 
cartridge must be selected in Cura; however, the print surface is not specified in Cura.) 

2. If everything is good to go, select the Files button located in the lower left portion of the Control tab of the 
touch screen.  

3. A list of all G-code files on your Nautilus will appear; select the one you would like to print 
4. A popup will appear displaying the file details, press the Print button and follow any on-screen prompts.  
5. The Nautilus will now begin its preprint procedure and will begin printing as soon as it is done heating up. 

It is a good idea to stay close by until the first layer begins to ensure nothing critical goes wrong; 
particularly that the first layer goes down smoothly and has good adhesion to the Print Surface. 

  
Starting a Print from Duet Web Control 

● After preparing your part in Cura and uploading it to the Nautilus, make sure that your Nautilus is ready to 
print the part you’ve selected i.e. the correct material, Tool Cartridge, and Print Surface is loaded, the 
build area is clear, and the purge bucket is securely in place.  

● If everything is good to go, select the g-code files button located in the left sidebar of Duet Web Control.  
● A popup will appear asking if you would like to begin the print, press the Print button, and follow any 

on-screen prompts.  
● The Nautilus will now begin its preprint procedure and will begin printing as soon as it is done heating up. 

It is a good idea to stay close by until the first layer begins to be laid down to ensure nothing critical goes 
wrong; particularly that the first layer goes down smoothly and has good adhesion to the Print Surface. 
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3.3 Removing a Print 
● Once a print has finished, the build plate will cool to the ideal part removal temperature, which will be 

specified in a popup on the printer display.  
● It is recommended to wait until this temperature is reached, removing your part at the right temperature 

will ease the removal process and can help prolong the life of your Print Surface and build plate magnets. 
● The Nautilus will play a notification beep as well as presenting another popup when the part removal 

temperature is reached. You can now remove the magnetic Print Surface.  
● Remember to acknowledge the print finished message as the Nautilus will maintain the part removal 

temperature on the bed until the user presses “OK.” Note that the hotend is turned off automatically once 
the print has finished.  

 

⚠ CAUTION The part removal temperature is not necessarily safe to touch with bare skin. We recommend 

wearing a pair of gloves to protect against burns. The part removal temperature should never be above 100°C 
(boiling point of water). 
 

3.3.1 Removing the part from the Print Surface  
Many parts can be removed by flexing the Print Surface. However, some parts might need some assistance with 
the included spatula. 
 

 
Flexing the Print Surface to remove a part 

 
Be cautious flexing the build plate with thin parts, as this may crack or break the part. Consider using the spatula 
instead. 
 

⚠ CAUTION  The spatula is sharp and we recommend gloves for this process. Always scrape with the 

spatula facing away from your body. 
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3.4 Canceling a Print 
If a print fails or needs to be stopped for some reason, go to the Print tab at the bottom of the printer display and 
select Pause. The printer will finish its current moves and then pause. If the print cannot be salvaged, press the 
Cancel button to stop the print.  

⚠ IMPORTANT The red STOP button in the top left of the display is for emergencies only. Use this or 

the power button on the side of the printer only if damage will occur to your printer if it is not stopped 
immediately. 

3.5 Filament Handling 
One crucial factor in the performance of your printer and the quality of your printed parts is the filament that is 
being printed. It is important to use a well-toleranced, high-quality filament to ensure consistent and accurate 
printing. 
 
Spool Management 
To avoid tangles and other issues, you should always print with your filament on a spool, especially for long prints. 
Whenever handling the free end of a spool of filament always make sure the free end is in your hand or 
secured in the spool/ printer. All spools supplied by Hydra Research have holes in the rim for securing filament 
when not in use. If the end of the filament is left free, it is very easy for tangles to form in the spool which puts 
extra strain on your extruder and can cause failed prints.  
 
If you find a tangle in your spool, unwind it a few rotations past the tangle (to ensure the tangle is completely 
removed) and then rewind it back on the spool. Then secure the free end of the filament through the hole on the 
rim of the spool. 
 
Moisture Management 
Most filaments for 3D printing are made from are hygroscopic materials, which means they absorb moisture 
from the air. Wet filament can cause a variety of problems including discoloration, added stringing, poor layer 
adhesion, or even failed prints. If you notice aesthetic issues with your prints or hear sizzles or pops during 
printing, it may be due to wet filament. 
 
If you already have a dry spool of filament, store it in a sealed bag or dry box with a desiccant pack to keep it that 
way. If your filament has already absorbed moisture (sometimes this happens during manufacturing or shipping!) 
then the desiccant may not absorb much moisture from the filament so it is recommended to actively dry it. 
Filament can be dried by placing it in an oven or a food dehydrator for a few hours. If drying in an oven, make 
sure to preheat your oven BEFORE placing the spool inside. Make sure to look up recommended drying 
temperatures in Section 5, if it gets too hot your filament could fuse or your spool could melt! 
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3.6 Post-Processing 
After printing, many parts require post-processing to remove printed aids like brims and supports. Parts can also 
be post-processed to change the aesthetic finish of the part, this is material specific and is covered briefly in 
Section 5. 
Brim Removal 
The deburring tool and hobby knife are the two best tools for removing brims from your parts. 

● First, remove as much of the brim as you can with your bare hands, frequently you can pull off most of the 
brim 

● For long, flat or slightly curved sections place the bend in the deburring tool against the bottom corner of 
your print where the brim attaches and carefully pull the blade towards you along the edge of your part, 
pressing inward lightly. It may take a couple of passes, but the brim should come off fairly easily 

⚠ CAUTION  The blade of the deburring tool is very sharp and can cut you, be careful. Gloves 

are recommended. 
● For parts of the brim that do not come off easily with the deburring tool, you can use your hobby knife to 

carefully cut the brim from your part. 
Support Removal 

● Most supports can be removed by pulling them out with pliers 
● For hard to reach areas, it can be useful to use your hobby knife and tweezers to remove small pieces of 

supports in hard to reach areas 
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4 Advanced Usage & Techniques 

4.1 Printer Calibration 

4.1.1 Temperature tuning (PID)  
The heaters on your Nautilus have been calibrated in the factory for typical usage environments of about 25°C 
(77°F). However, if you are printing in a very hot or very cold environment you may notice larger than normal 
fluctuations in the Nautilus’ ability to hold temperature. You may want to consider running automatic temperature 
tuning, sometimes called PID tuning, if you are getting consistent fluctuations beyond +/-3°C. Typically the 
Nautilus can maintain +/- 2°C, but up to +/-3°C should not cause any major printing problems. 
 
Run automatic temperature tuning 

● Open the macros menu located in the Control tab and choose Printer Calibration→Temperature Tuning. 
You can then choose which heater you would like to calibrate.  

● The hotend calibration typically takes 6-10 minutes, while the heat bed calibration takes roughly 15-20 
minutes.  

● A pop up will appear when the calibration is complete. If the message times out while you are away, you 
can view the results in the Console Tab or in the G-code Console in Duet Web Control. 

● If you wish to save the results press the Save Results button in the Temperature Calibration menu. You 
will need to restart your Nautilus for the new calibration to take effect. 

4.1.2 Z-Offset Calibration 
Z-offset calibration for the X 400 Tool is done at the factory. If you purchase additional Tool Cartridges it is 
recommended to calibrate the Z-offset for each one. Proper Z-offset calibration is crucial for getting a 
good first layer which is essential for a successful print. 

1. Load PLA on the Nautilus.  
2. Open the Print Jobs menu on the Control Tab. 
3. At the top, you should find a Calibration folder. If it is not there you can download it here: 

https://www.hydraresearch3d.com/nautilus-resources 
4. Select the Calibration Job for the Tool Cartridge you wish to set up. If you have a Tool Cartridge that was 

released after you bought your Nautilus, you may need to download the appropriate Calibration Job from 
the link above. 

5. Use babystepping located in the Print Tab to adjust the z-offset for the first layer until you achieve a good 
first layer. 

6. Write down your babystepping value. 
7. Open Duet Web Control and navigate to the System Menu located in the sidebar on the left side. 
8. Find the Z-offset file for the Tool Cartridge you just ran calibration for and open the file. 
9. Subtract your babystepping value from the Z value in the following line. 

 
G10 P0 Z-1-(your babystepping value) 

ⓘ The system files CANNOT do math. For example, if your initial Z value was -1 and you 

subtract a babystepping value of -0.250, you should have the following: G10 P0 Z-0.750  
(Be very careful with your math: subtracting a negative value of -0.250 is equivalent to adding a 
positive value of 0.250. Use a calculator just to be safe, we do!) 
 

10. Once complete click the save button in the top right corner. 
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Your Z-offset is now set for this tool. The Nautilus will look up this value at the beginning of every print using this 
Tool Cartridge. You should not have to repeat the process for this Tool Cartridge. That said, you may find you 
need to adjust it slightly from time to time. 

4.1.3 Automatic Bed Leveling 
Automatic bed leveling is initiated by the printer at the beginning of each job (also discussed briefly in Section 
1.2.1). You should not need to manually initiate bed leveling, if you do, you can activate automatic bed leveling by 
pressing the bed leveling button located in the Control tab on the center-right side of the screen, or in the Bed 
Level Calibration menu located in the Macros→Printer Calibration menu. 
 
Automatic bed leveling uses a mechanical probe to measure points on the bed and uses the resulting plane to 
raise and lower the bed during the print to maintain a uniform distance between the nozzle and the bed.  

4.1.4 Level Z 
The Level Z function located in the Printer Calibration folder in your Macros menu will correct the height of your Z 
carriages that support the build plate if they have become out of alignment. The carriages can become misaligned 
for several reasons such as manually twisting the leadscrews on the Z-axis or the build plate catching on 
something like the Purge Bucket. It is also possible that over time the Z-carriages will not be at the same height, 
this can happen because the stepper motors will snap to the closest full step every time the Nautilus is turned 
OFF and they might not go in the same direction. It will take a while for this last issue to happen enough to build 
up any kind of noticeable difference in the height of the Z-carriages. 
 
Running the Level Z function 

● Remove the Print Surface and make sure the Purge Buck is properly installed. 
● Navigate to Macros→Printer Calibration→Level Z 
● You will hear a grinding noise when the Z-carriages reach the top. This is intentional. 
● You will receive a confirmation message when the process is complete and you can go back to using your 

printer as normal.  

4.3 Filament Runout 
Filament runout detection provides the opportunity to continue a job in the event that you finish your spool 
mid-print. If the filament runs out mid-print, the Nautilus will pause your print and display a message indicating 
that the filament sensor was triggered. 
 
To continue printing: 

● Run the Unload Filament Macro either from the main screen or the Macros menu. 
● When the filament is unloaded, if there was enough filament in the PTFE tube, the end will appear at the 

filament insertion point. If so, remove the piece of filament. If the filament does not appear after unloading, 
go through the troubleshooting section that follows these instructions, then come back. 

● Place another spool of filament on your Nautilus and load material normally. 
● On the Print tab, press Resume. Your Nautilus should resume printing. 

ⓘ It is strongly recommended to watch the print for a minute to ensure that it resumes successfully 

and the first few new layers go down without a hitch 
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Troubleshooting 
● Move the Tool Head to an accessible region of the printer using the Move button. 
● Find the PTFE coupler on the top of the Tool Head, press downward on the black collar, and remove the 

PTFE tube from the Tool Head. 
● Remove the piece of filament left behind in the PTFE tube and firmly reinsert the tube into the coupler 

until firm resistance is met.  
 

 
How to remove the PTFE tube from the Tool Head 

4.3 Power Loss Recovery  
Power loss recovery provides the opportunity to resume a job in the event of a power loss to your Nautilus. 
This feature is not guaranteed to salvage the job every time, but in many cases you will be able to resume 
printing. 
 
If the Nautilus detects a drop in voltage, it will attempt to use the remaining power stored in its capacitors to record 
its last position and lower the build plate so the nozzle does not melt the part. This part of the process usually 
works, but in some rare cases, there may not be enough power reserved in the capacitors to complete this step.  
 
If the Nautilus experiences power loss, it will turn back on once power is restored as long as the power switch is 
still in the “ON” position. If you wish to salvage the print, make sure that the part is still securely attached to the 
Print Surface. This is particularly a concern with materials that tend to warp a lot when cooling, like ABS. If the 
printer has been without power for a long time, the part may have shrunk as it cooled and loosened its bond with 
the Print Surface. It is also worth noting that for parts that shrink a lot as they cool, the part may have shrunk 
enough that when printing is resumed the space between the part and the nozzle is too large causing poor layer 
adhesion. 
 
If you deem that the print might be salvageable 

● Select the Power Loss Recovery Button located in your Macros menu 
● Acknowledge the on-screen prompts and the Nautilus will heat back up, re-home, and resume printing 

where it left off.  
● It is strongly recommended to stay close by for this process to ensure that it resumes successfully 

and the first few new layers go down without a hitch. 
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4.4 Advanced Slicing 
The Nautilus uses Ultimaker Cura for all officially supported slicing. The advanced slicing guide aims to help you 
understand some of the more involved things you can do with slicing helping you expand your 3D printing 
capabilities. All settings and features discussed can be found in the Custom Print settings in the right sidebar. 

Bed Adhesion 
Bed Adhesion settings are one of the categories in the Custom settings of Cura’s sidebar. You may want to adjust 
bed adhesion settings to: 

● Prevent print failures from part delamination or warping 
● Improve the aesthetic quality of a finished part 
● Compensate for issues with your print surface 

Cura offers a few options for bed adhesion: brim, skirt, and raft. The brim is a few millimeters of extra material 
printed on the edge of the part that increases the surface area of the part touching the build plate which 
improves adhesion and helps prevent warping. A skirt is a couple extrusions around the outside of the part that 
is not attached, this helps make sure filament is extruding smoothly and offers a chance to babystep the Z-offset 
before the part begins printing. A raft is a few layers of material that get printed below the part which can help 
compensate for leveling or print surface issues and ensures your part is being printed on a clean layer of material 
rather than the print surface itself.  
 

 
Brim 

 
Skirt 

 
Raft 

 
 
When slicing for the Nautilus, a brim is turned on by default for most materials. However, adding a brim also leads 
to additional post processing time removing the brim and cleaning up the part where the brim used to be. 
Depending on the part geometry and the material you choose, you may want to alter the brim or remove it 
altogether. Brims are strongly recommended for materials that are prone to warping including ASA, ABS, and 
Nylon, or parts with minimal surface area on the build plate. Other materials like PLA, co-polyesters, and flexibles 
are less likely to need a brim because they adhere well to the print surface and are less prone to warping. If you 
disable the brim it is recommended to use a skirt so that you can make sure the first layer is printing properly 
before your part begins.  

ⓘ If you uncheck the Bed Adhesion box in the Recommended Print Settings View, the Brim will be 

replaced with a Skirt by default. 
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Customizing Support Structures 
There are a few reasons you may wish to modify the default support settings in Cura. Some examples follow. 

● Reduce post processing time 
● Cut down on material usage 
● Stop support material from being generated in difficult to remove portions of the model 

 
There are 3 main ways you can modify the support structures in Cura: Support Overhang Angle, Support 
Placement, and Support Blocker. Each of these methods will be explored in depth below. As you become more 
familiar with these support settings you will likely find creative ways to combine aspects to achieve the desired 
results. 
 
Support Overhang Angle 
Support angle refers to the overhang angle threshold at which support material will begin to be generated. The 
overhang angle is measured from the build plate up. The Support Overhang Angle can be found in the 
Support setting section. Depending on the part geometry, a small Support Overhang Angle value will cause 
more support material to be generated, while a large value will reduce the support material generated. 
 

ⓘ If you want to only generate support material for horizontal surfaces only, try using a Support 

Overhang Angle of 89° 

 
Support Overhang Angle = 30° 

 
Support Overhang Angle = 60° 

 
Support Placement 
The Support Placement setting can be found in the Support setting section. There are two options for 
Support Placement, Everywhere and Touching Buildplate. The Everywhere setting will generate support 
material everywhere on your model where there is an angle from the build plate greater than or equal to the 
Support Overhang Angle. The Touching Buildplate setting will do the same thing as the Everywhere setting, but it 
will not generate support material that is not in contact with the build plate.  
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Support Placement = Everywhere 

 
Support Placement = Touching Buildplate 

 
Support Blocker 

 

You can add Support Blockers by clicking the Support Blocker button located 
in the model editing sidebar at the center left of your Cura window. Make sure 
you have a model selected when you click the button, otherwise a Support 
Blocker will not be generated. A Support Blocker is a transparent gray 
cube that is added to your model; anywhere this cube is, supports will 
not be generated. You can add as many Support blockers as you wish, 
and they can be moved, resized, and multiplied just as you would with any 
other model you import.  
 
Support Blockers are particularly useful for removing support material from 
parts of the model that can easily be bridged. 
 

ⓘ Note that the Support Blocker must be encompassing the upper 

surface where the supports you wish to remove contact the part. 

 

 
Default Support Generation 

 
Adding Support Blockers 

 
Support Generation with Support 

Blockers 
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Horizontal Compensation 
Horizontal compensation can be used if you need to slightly increase or decrease the tolerances of your part 
and will accept a negative or positive value. Positive values will increase the size of exterior perimeters and 
decrease the size of interior perimeters. Negative values will decrease the size of exterior perimeters and 
increase the size of interior perimeters. It is not recommended to use a horizontal compensation value of 
more than +/- 0.5.  
 

Positive Horizontal Compensation  

 

Negative Horizontal Compensation 

 

The black line represents the original part and the teal represents the effect positive or negative Horizontal 
Compensation will have respectively. 

 
 

Infill Patterns and Densities 
3D printed parts should rarely be printed solid, instead almost every part will be partially hollow with an infill 
pattern making up the internal structure. Cura features a variety of infill patterns with individual advantages and 
disadvantages. There are two main categories of infill patterns, 2D and 3D. 
2D Infill Patterns 
Within 2D infills there are two subcategories, overlapping and non-overlapping. When printing an overlapping infill, 
the nozzle will cross over previously extruded lines within the same layer, this forces the infill pattern to bond to 
itself in addition to the layer below it, increasing strength. For a non-overlapping infill, the nozzle will not cross 
over previous extrusions, only adhering to the previous layer. Non-overlapping infill patterns print more quickly but 
offer less strength. 
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Grid: an overlapping, 2D infill pattern 
Every layer prints the whole pattern 

 
Lines: a non-overlapping infill pattern 

Each layer is a series of parallel lines, perpendicular 
to the previous layer 

3D Infill Patterns 
3D infill patterns are uniform in all directions making the resulting part more uniformly strong when compared to a 
part with a 2D pattern. Depending on the pattern, they may take more material and time to print than 2D infills. 
There are also overlapping and non-overlapping 3D infill patterns but this has less impact than on 2D patterns. 
 

 
Gyroid infill pattern 

A naturally occurring structure that offers greater 
strength at lower densities and does not overlap 

 
Cubic infill pattern 

Composed of cubes tipped on a point, this is a strong 
and rigid infill pattern that does overlap 
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Infill Densities 
In addition to modifying the infill pattern, you can also modify the infill density to alter your part’s strength and 
weight. Infill density defaults to 20% which should be fine for most models. For part strength, shell thickness has a 
greater impact than infill, increasing infill density offers diminishing returns for part strength. It is not recommended 
to increase infill above 70% because the additional strength offered does not really justify the increased risk of 
print artifacts and other issues. 
 
You can also decrease the infill to produce a lighter part or to decrease print times. If using an infill less than 15% 
you may need to increase your top layers to prevent pillowing or gaps in your top layer. If you are using the Hydra 
Research Nautilus Plugin, it will add one additional top layer automatically for infill densities less than 15%. If the 
model has appropriate geometry without steep overhangs, it may be possible to print with no infill at all.  
 

Optimizing Part Orientation 
The orientation with which you place your model on the print surface can have significant effects on the parts 
physical and visual properties. FFF 3D printed parts do not have uniform part strength across all axes, the 
stacked layer process leads to diminished strength along the layer lines. Additionally, print orientation can affect 
the visual quality of certain features like curved surfaces and overhangs.  
 
We will go over a few examples and ways to think about optimizing part orientation below. Keep in mind that in 
some cases you will have to choose between strength or visual quality. Finding the best orientation can be 
an art and more experience will hone your intuition on what the best orientation is for what you are trying to 
achieve. 
 
Orient for Strength 
Orienting for part strength usually means setting up your print to have the layer lines in the longest direction of 
the part. Avoid printing thin parts vertically. In the example below, the part will be much easier to break if 
printed in the orientation shown on the right. 

ⓘ Some materials with a high shrinkage rate when cooling will be more likely to warp if printed in the 

orientation shown on the left. 
 

 
Oriented for maximum strength 

 
Oriented for minimum strength 
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Orient for Visuals 
This one can be the trickiest, especially with complicated part geometries. In general you want to try to avoid 
steep overhangs, downward facing rounded surfaces, embossed or engraved text on horizontal surfaces, 
and use of support material. Below is a very simple example to provide a visual to get you to begin thinking 
about options for the best orientation to promote visuals. 
 
 

 
Good 

The angled surface will be smooth 

 
OK 

The angled surface will have a stair 
step effect 

 
Bad 

The angled surface will droop and 
be rough, likely requiring support 

material 

 
Orientation Compromises 
Sometimes you can’t have your cake and eat it too. It is often the case, particularly with more complex 
geometries, that you will have to choose between an orientation that offers either the best strength or the 
best visual, but not both. In the example below the left orientation will yield the best strength, but the roundness 
of the rod will be affected by drooping and roughness on the bottom and stair stepping on the top. The orientation 
on the right will result in a much smoother and rounder part, but it will be much easier to break due to the 
orientation of the layers. 
 

 
Bad Visual / Good Strength 

 
Good Visual / Bad Strength 
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Sequential Printing 
Sequential printing allows you to print multiple parts on the build plate one by one rather than printing all the 
parts layer by layer. This can help minimize stringing and improve surface finish since the print head will not 
be traveling around to the other parts on the build plate. Sequential Printing can be found in the Special Modes 
section of Cura’s sidebar UI. When an STL is imported to Cura with Sequential Printing enabled, a dark grey box 
will appear around the part which represents the footprint of the tool head. This dark grey box cannot overlap with 
any other parts on the build plate, this would mean that the tool head would crash into that part so Cura will not 
slice the print. 

 
A single part in Sequential Printing mode 

 
Parts arranged for successful sequential printing 

Shell 
The Shell of your part refers to the solid exterior of the printed part and includes the solid perimeters as well as 
the top and bottom layers. It is not recommended to use a shell thickness less than 2 times your extrusion 
width as this can leave gaps at the Z seam, and will likely result in a weak part. If you are looking to increase the 
strength of your part, you can increase shell thickness and/or increase the infill density. Increasing the shell 
thickness typically has a greater effect on part strength than increasing the infill percentage, however increasing 
the shell thickness more than ~6 times your extrusion line width may cause issues. These issues include 
increased chance of warping and over extrusion problems. Our recommendation is to add 1 to 2 times your 
extrusion width to your shell thickness, and if you still need more strength, increase your infill percentage 
by 10%-30%. 

 
Shell in blue, infill in orange 
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Shell thickness in Cura is broken down into several components. If you are using the Nautilus 3D printer with the 
Hydra Research Nautilus plugin, changing your Wall Thickness located under the Shell settings will change 
all the appropriate values automatically to ensure you have an equal shell thickness for your entire 
model. You will also find individual fields in the Shells settings for Top and Bottom Thickness in addition to your 
Wall Thickness. It is a good idea to always make your Wall Thickness a multiple of your extrusion width, 
and similarly your Top and Bottom Thicknesses a multiple of your layer height. If you do not do this, Cura 
will round to the nearest extrusion line width or layer height when slicing.  

Spiralize Outer Contour (Vase Mode) 
This function prints your part as a hollow cup/vase. After printing a couple solid layers at the beginning of the 
print, it will begin printing the perimeter of your part as one continuous extrusion with the Z height gradually 
increasing throughout the remainder of the print. The result is an exceptionally clear surface finish on the walls 
of your parts since the extruder never has to stop, lift, and move after the initial solid layers, there will be no Z 
seam or stringing whatsoever! 
 
Considerations 

● Cura will still slice your part even if it is not ideal for vase mode. Make sure you pick objects whose 
perimeter can be printed as a single extrusion from top to bottom. It is okay if the part has a solid bottom.  

● You can use a solid 3D model if you would like. For example, if you use a solid cube, you will get a cube 
shaped bowl, that is open on the top when printing in Vase Mode. 

 

 
Layer View of Vase Mode Example 
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Unsupported Materials 
While the Nautilus has a specific list of officially supported materials and manufacturers, it is an open filament 
system so you are welcome to try any 1.75 mm filament. If you wish to try an unsupported material, first make 
sure the material is compatible with the Nautilus hardware. The material’s printing temperature must be 
below 300°C and must require a bed temperature less than 125°C. If it is an abrasive composite, make sure to 
use an X series Tool Cartridge with an appropriate nozzle size (400um or larger). Damage caused to your 
Nautilus by attempting to print with unsupported materials is not covered under warranty, if you have any 
questions about this contact support. 
 
Once you have determined your material is compatible, start with a material profile that is similar to the one 
you are using. The Hydra Research Nautilus plugin includes a variety of generic and manufacturer-specific 
profiles, one of those should be close enough to be a good starting point. From there it is up to you to experiment 
with settings to fine tune the profile, it will probably be best to start with Printing Temperature, Part Cooling, 
Flow, and Volumetric Speed. Those are only a starting point however, Cura has hundreds of settings that can 
be adjusted. There are many internet resources available if you are interested in creating your own profiles.  

Z Seam 
The Z seam is the location on the part where the perimeter extrusions start and end. By default, Cura attempts to 
hide the Z seam in sharp corners of the model where it will be less visible, but for some models this doesn’t work 
well. Cura allows four options for Z Seam Alignment: 

● User Specified: Allows you to manually pick an X and Y coordinate for the Z seam 
● Shortest: Places the seam to make the shortest moves, which will speed up print time slightly 
● Random: Places the Z seam in a random point on every layer, this may hide the Z seam well on large 

very round parts 
● Sharpest Corner: The default option, placing the Z seam on the sharpest corner of your part. 

 

 
User Specified Z-Seam 

 
Random Z-Seam 

If any option other than Random is selected, there are a few options for how Cura selects the corner to place the 
Z seam, called Seam Corner Preference. 

● None: Corners have no impact 
● Hide Seam: Makes the seam more likely to occur on an inside corner 
● Expose Seam: Makes the seam more likely to occur on an outside corner 
● Hide or Expose Seam: Makes the seam more likely to occur on an inside corner 
● Smart Hiding: Allows inside or outside corners, but picks inside corners where possible 
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4.5 Design Rules for FFF 
General rules and guidelines that will improve the visual quality and likelihood of success of your 3D prints. 

 

Base Chamfers 
Recommended Value: ~0.3 mm (initial layer height + layer height) 
 
To improve the accuracy of the base edges of your part, it is a good idea to add 
a small chamfer of ~0.3 mm to all the edges that will be in contact with the print 
surface. This will reduce the chance of a slightly over “squished” first layer 
creating a lip around the base of the part.  

 

 

Bridging 
Recommended Value: <10 mm 
 
Horizontal bridges without support should not be longer than 10 mm to avoid 
print defects and failures. Either build vertical structures into your model to 
support the bridge or enable printed supports during slicing. You may find that 
you can bridge much larger gaps depending on the material and layer height, 
but keeping bridges <10 mm is a good starting point.  

 

 

Clearance 
Recommended Value: ~0.3 mm for loose fit ~0.15 mm for tight fit 
 
When 3D printed parts will fit together, a clearance of ~0.3 mm for loose fit and 
~0.15 mm for tight fit mm is recommended to ensure a good fit. The required 
clearance may vary slightly depending on material and geometry. 

 

 

Emboss & Engrave Horizontal 
Recommended Value Emboss: >0.9 mm wide (2 times extrusion line width) 
<0.9 mm (2 times extrusion line width) out 
Recommended Value Engrave: >0.5 mm wide x <0.9 mm deep (2 times 
extrusion line width) 
 
To ensure embossed or engraved details on a vertical surface are resolved and 
visible, the line width should be at least twice your nozzle diameter in depth. 
They can be a little bit larger, but will start to sag if they are too big. 
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Emboss & Engrave Vertical 
Recommended Value Emboss: >0.9 mm wide (2 times extrusion line width) x 
<2 mm high  
Recommended Value Engrave: >0.5 mm wide x <2 mm deep 
 
To ensure embossed or engraved details on a horizontal surface are resolved 
the line width should be at least 0.5 mm wide for engraving and 0.9 mm wide for 
embossing. There is no limit on the height of the details, but modeling them 2 
mm high will make the features clearly visible. 

 

 

Feature Size 
Recommended Value: >1.8 mm or 4 times extrusion line width 
 
The minimum feature size for printed structures is 4 times your extrusion line 
width. A good rule of thumb for general modeling is making features no smaller 
than 1.8 mm. 

 

 

Fillets 
Recommended Value: >ø1 mm, do not use downward facing fillets 
 
It is not recommended to model downward facing fillets on 3D printed parts. 
Chamfers are a good alternative for downward facing edges that you may wish 
to soften. Downward facing fillets will not cause your print to fail, but that may 
come out with poor aesthetic/surface quality.  

 

 

Hole Size 
Recommended Value: >ø2 mm 
 
It is not recommended to model holes with a diameter of less than 2 mm to 
ensure they are resolved. If an accurately sized hole of any size is necessary, 
undersize the hole and drill it out to the proper tolerance. 
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Holes Horizontal  
Recommended Value: a≈0.3 mm 
 
In order to print horizontal holes with a better tolerance, it is recommended to 
model the additional features in the image where the offset distance a, is the 
layer height of your print. If you are using a small layer height like 100um you 
should do a*2. This will accommodate for any drooping that will occur in the 
steep overhang sections of printed horizontal holes and the “flattening” of the 
bottom of holes due to the stacked layer process. 

 

 

Overhangs 
Recommended Value: >40° 
 
To prevent layers from drooping or curling on printed overhangs, it is 
recommended to avoid printing unsupported overhangs at angles less than 40° 
(measured from the build plate up). Overhang quality can also be material 
dependent, so some materials may require support at lower angles than others. 

 

 

Pins 
Recommended Value:  >ø1.8 mm (4 times extrusion line width) 
 
In order to accurately resolve pins, their diameter should be at least four times 
the extrusion line width to ensure at least two full perimeters are printed, a good 
rule of thumb is ø1.8 mm. If functional pins are required in your model, it may be 
better to use store bought pins and model holes into both sides of the joint.  

 

 

Threads Modeled 
Recommended Value: >M5 or UNC #10 
 
3D printing modeled threads can work well for larger thread sizes. It is not 
recommended to model threads smaller than M5 or UNC #10 so that they will 
function effectively. If you need threads smaller than M5 or UNC #10, they 
should be added with post-processing techniques. DO NOT use modeled/printed 
threads for horizontal holes. 
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Threads Post-Process 
Recommended Value: Tap: 90%, Self-Tap: 96%, Insert: 98% 
 
Threads can be added in post-processing a few different ways. You can thread 
tap the hole, in which case model the hole at 90% of the thread diameter. You 
can self-tap the screw into an unthreaded hole, in which case model the hole at 
96% of the thread diameter. You can also use heat-set inserts, in which case 
model the hole at 98% of the inserts outer diameter. 

 

 

Unsupported Edges 
Recommended Value: <0.9 mm (2 times extrusion line width) 
 
It is generally recommended to avoid printing unsupported, horizontal structures 
that are more than two extrusion line widths wide, a good rule of thumb is 0.9 
mm. It is unlikely that larger unsupported edges will cause print failures, but they 
will cause serious cosmetic issues. If the structures are necessary for your 
model, altering print orientation and/ or enabling supports will make them 
printable. 

 

 

Unsupported Holes 
Recommended Value: Extrude 1 = layer height, Extrude 2 = 
layer height x 2 

Without special design considerations, holes through 
unsupported bridges will not print successfully. This technique 
can be used to print such holes without adding supports to your 
model. When designing your part, extrude two rectangles 
tangent to your hole (1). The first extrude should be as thick as 
the layer height you intend to print with, (2) the second extrude 
should be twice the layer height you intend to print with (3). This 
technique can be a little tricky to visualize until you have tried it a 
few times. 

 

 

 

Wall Thickness 
Recommended Value: >0.9 mm (2 times extrusion line width) 
 
It is strongly recommended to model walls at least two extrusions wide, 
generally this will be 0.9 mm. Thinner walls can have issues printing successfully 
and will not be very strong. Perimeters are the greatest source of strength in a 
3D printed part, so if strength is important it is recommended to make walls more 
than two perimeters thick. Increasing perimeters will need adjustments in both 
modeling and slicing. 
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5 Materials 
Here you can find useful information on the pros and cons of materials, usage, and basic print settings. 

PLA - Easy to Print 
 
Best used for: Prototypes, concept models, low-wear toys, etc. 
 

PROS CONS 

● Easy to print 
● Good for small and large parts 
● Rigid and tough 
● Low warping 

 

● Low-temperature resistance 
● Brittle 
● Challenging Post-processing 

Nozzle temperature: 190 - 225 °C 
Bed Temperature: 40 - 60 °C 
Print Surface: PEI or BuildTak Original, make sure to wipe the Print Surface with IPA before each print 
 
PLA (Polylactic Acid) is the most commonly used material. It is easy to print, quite strong and 
biodegradable. It is a good choice for large parts due to its low thermal expansion properties, meaning large 
parts are less likely to warp. Tiny parts also work well with PLA thanks to its low melting temperature. 
 
PLA is a very hard material which makes parts quite brittle. When PLA parts break they tend to shatter. PLA will 
also become very brittle if left in the PTFE feeder tubes commonly used on 3D printers including the Nautilus. 
For this reason, it is strongly recommended to completely unload PLA material from the printer as soon as 
the print is finished so that the material does not become brittle and break inside the feeder tube next time you 
go to load/unload or start a print. 
 
PLA is not suitable for all use cases, its low melting temperature means a relatively low-temperature resistance 
resulting in parts beginning to lose mechanical strength around 60°C (140°F). This, in combination with it being 
biodegradable, makes PLA not an ideal choice for use outdoors.  
 
PLA is not suited for chemical welding, it is best to use glue when connecting PLA parts. 
 
Despite PLA itself being food safe, we do NOT recommend repeatedly drinking or eating from PLA parts. 
Bacteria can build up in the small creases between layers. This applies to all FFF 3D printed parts unless 
post-processed with a food-safe coating. 
 
PLA can be sanded for post-processing; due to the low melting temperature it will get soft rather quickly from the 
friction so you will have to sand slowly or use wet sanding. 
 
For drying PLA in an oven, preheat the oven to 40-45°C (~100-110°F) before placing your spool inside for 4-6 
hours. If your oven does not go that low, you can try to preheat it to the lowest temperature, shut the oven off, and 
then place the spool inside. Check the temperature inside with a thermometer so you don’t melt your filament! 
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Co-polyester - Tough and Chemically resistant 
 
Best used for: Prototypes, usable parts, end-use parts, etc. 
 

PROS CONS 

● Easy to print 
● Durable and very tough 
● Low warping 
● Temperature resistant 
● Strong layer adhesion 
● Chemically resistant 

 

● Tends to exhibit more stringing 
● Brittle 
● Scratch prone 
● Not suitable for acetone post-processing 

Nozzle temperature: 230 - 280 °C 
Bed Temperature: 70 - 110 °C 
Print Surface: PEI, do NOT use IPA to clean the Print Surface as this may result in too much bed adhesion. 
Windex or other window cleaners are a good option for preparing the Print Surface for Co-polyesters. 
 
Co-polyesters are any thermoplastic made from modified polyester and include PET, PETG, CPE, and more. 
Co-polyesters are generally quite tough with good to excellent temperature resistance typically ranging from 
80 - 110°C depending on the material blend. Co-polyesters also exhibit very low warping and are an excellent 
choice for large parts. The majority of the parts on your Nautilus are printed with Co-polyesters. 
 
Co-polyesters can be almost as easy to print as PLA but offer superior mechanical properties. Co-polyesters 
tend to be more ductile, meaning they have a good amount of flex, which helps prevent parts from breaking 
under load. Co-polyesters also have good chemical resistance and are suitable for indoor and outdoor use. It 
is best to consult the material manufacturer's data sheet for exact specifications on a particular Co-polyester’s 
chemical resistance. 
 
Co-polyesters do tend to ooze more than PLA and ABS resulting in the tendency to leave strings of plastic on 
the part. Blasting a Co-polyester part with a heat gun after printing is an excellent way to quickly remove any 
strings left by the printing process. Due to Co-polyesters’ chemical resistance, post-processing techniques like 
acetone smoothing will not work. However, sanding works just fine. 
 
For drying co-polyesters in an oven, preheat the oven to 60°C (~140°F) before placing your spool inside for 
4-6 hours. If your oven does not go that low, you can try to preheat it to the lowest temperature, shut the oven off, 
and then place the spool inside. Check the temperature inside with a thermometer so you don’t melt your filament! 
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ABS/ASA - Durable and Tough 
 
Best used for: Prototypes, usable parts, end-use parts, parts that require UV resistance (ASA only), etc. 
 

PROS CONS 

● Impact resistant 
● Temperature resistant 
● Can be post-processed with vapor smoothing 
● UV resistance (ASA ONLY) 

 

● Unpleasant odor during printing 
● Less feature detail 
● More susceptible to warping 

Nozzle temperature: 230 - 260 °C 
Bed Temperature: 90 - 110 °C 
Print Surface: PEI, make sure to wipe the Print Surface with IPA before each print 
 
ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) and ASA (acrylic styrene acrylonitrile) are extremely common plastics 
outside of 3D printing. While they can be trickier than other plastics to print, you have chosen the Nautilus which is 
specifically designed to handle plastics like this. So good job :) Even so, you may encounter challenges 
printing large parts due to warping, in which case a co-polyester might be a good alternative. ABS/ASA has 
great temperature resistance up to 100°C and is suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications.  
 
The primary difference between ABS and ASA is the rubber monomer; polybutadiene is replaced with acrylate 
rubber. Butadiene in ABS is UV-reactive causing ABS to become brittle when exposed to UV light (sunlight) 
for long periods of time, this change yields much better UV resistance for ASA. ASA is commonly used for 
vehicle bumpers among many other things. 
 
ABS and ASA are highly wear-resistant, synthetic rubbers which result in a strong and impact resistant part 
when printed. ABS/ASA is also soluble in acetone, meaning it can be vapor smoothed after printing, which can 
remove or greatly reduce surface imperfections caused by printing. 
 
ABS/ASA does have an unpleasant odor and you may want to consider setting up ventilation for your 
Nautilus using the fume ventilation port located on the back of your Nautilus. 
 
For drying ABS or ASA in an oven, preheat the oven to 80°C (~175°F) before placing your spool inside for 4-6 
hours. If your oven does not go that low, you can try to preheat it to the lowest temperature, shut the oven off, and 
then place the spool inside. Check the temperature inside with a thermometer so you don’t melt your filament! 
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Nylon -  Abrasion Resistant and Durable 
 
Best used for: Prototypes, usable parts, end-use parts, etc. 
 

PROS CONS 

● Impact resistant 
● Durable 
● Flexible and strong 
● Chemically resistant 
● Temperature resistant 

 

● Hygroscopic (needs to be stored in a dry box) 
● More susceptible to warping 

Nozzle temperature: 240 - 280 °C 
Bed Temperature: 40 - 80 °C 
Print Surface: PEI or BuildTak with glue stick. 
 
Nylon can be a difficult material to print with, but the durability and chemical resistance of the resulting parts 
is worth it. We recommend using nylons specifically supported on the Nautilus for easily repeatable results. 
 
Due to the hygroscopic nature of Nylon, it must be stored in a sealed bag or filament dry box whenever 
possible! If nylon is exposed to moisture in the air, even for an hour, its ability to be printed and the 
mechanical strength of the printed part may be greatly reduced. This is because the water absorbed by the 
filament will boil in the hot zone of the printer. The resulting steam will create bubbles and air pockets in the print 
greatly reducing interlayer adhesion and surface quality.  
 
The best way to check if your nylon has absorbed moisture is to extrude material through a heated nozzle and 
look for bubbles in the extrusion or listen for hissing as the material is extruded. You can usually save 
water-damaged nylon by placing it in an oven or a food dehydrator. 
 
For drying Nylon in an oven, preheat the oven to 80°C (~175°F) before placing your spool inside for 4-6 
hours. If your oven does not go that low, you can try to preheat it to the lowest temperature, shut the oven off, and 
then place the spool inside. Check the temperature inside with a thermometer so you don’t melt your filament! 
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Vinyl/PVC - Flame retardant, tough, and chemically resistant 
 
Best used for: Parts that require flame resistance, prototypes, usable parts, end-use parts, etc. 
 

PROS CONS 

● Flame retardant 
● Chemically resistant 
● Tough and rigid 
● High impact strength 
● Low moisture absorption 

 

● Toxic fumes emitted during printing 
● Proper filtration and ventilation required 
● Nozzle jams are more common 

Nozzle temperature: 215 - 230 °C 
Bed Temperature: 80 °C 
Print Surface: PEI or BuildTak with bed adhesive. Bed adhesive is essential as an interface layer for PEI and 
BuildTak. 
 
Vinyl/PVC is a relatively new material to the desktop 3D printing industry. It has some excellent properties most 
notably flame and chemical resistance as well as being a tough and rigid material making it an excellent 
choice for usable parts especially one that will be around electronics. 
 

⚠ IMPORTANT Vinyl/PVC emits much more toxic fumes than the likes of PLA and many other commonly 

used 3D printing materials. It is very important that you take the necessary precautions when using this material. 
 
Safety Recommendations 

● Ventilate the room during printing 
● Use a filter system on the Nautilus (discussed more in Section 1.4.4) 
● Pregnant women should not spend extended periods of time near machines processing Vinyl/PVC 
● DO NOT exceed 230°C for the nozzle temperature 
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Flexible - Wear and abrasion resistant 
 
Best used for: Prototypes, usable parts, end-use parts, parts that require flexibility or vibration dampening, etc. 
 

PROS CONS 

● Elastic and flexible 
● Little to no warping/shrinkage 
● Excellent layer adhesion 
● Resistant to many solvents 
● Abrasion resistance  

 

● Must be printed slowly 
● Prints can be stringy 
● Not good for parts with very small details 

Nozzle temperature: 240 - 250 °C 
Bed Temperature: 40 - 50 °C 
Print Surface: PEI or BuildTak with bed adhesive. Bed adhesive is essential as an interface layer for PEI and 
BuildTak. 
 
Flexible materials are very strong and there are many applications where hard plastic is not ideal and 
potentially unusable. Flexible materials are great for anti-slip or vibration dampening feet, phone cases, wheels, 
and much more. Flexible materials have excellent abrasion resistance and maintain flexibility in cold 
environments.  
 
Due to the low shrinkage of flexible materials, warping is not a concern meaning dimensional accuracy is quite 
good. 
 
Most flexible materials form an extremely strong bond with PEI and BuildTak print surfaces, which can result 
in prints fusing to the print surface such that they cannot be removed without damaging the print surface. This 
is why it is crucial to have an adhesive interface layer like a glue stick, Magigoo or something similar.  
 
For drying flexible materials in an oven, preheat the oven to 60°C (~140°F) before placing your spool inside 
for 4-6 hours. If your oven does not go that low, you can try to preheat it to the lowest temperature, shut the oven 
off, and then place the spool inside. Check the temperature inside with a thermometer so you don’t melt your 
filament!  
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HIPS - Strong, impact resistant, and soluble in Limonene 
Best used for: Prototypes, mechanical parts, dissolvable supports etc. 
 

PROS CONS 

● Impact resistant 
● Temperature resistant 
● Can be dissolved in Limonene 
● Dimensionally stable 

 

● Unpleasant odor during printing 
● Less feature detail 
● More susceptible to warping 

Nozzle temperature: 230 - 260 °C 
Bed Temperature: 90 - 100 °C 
Print Surface: PEI, make sure to wipe the Print Surface with IPA before each print 
 
HIPS (high impact polystyrene) has similar properties to ABS/ASA but is lighter, more impact resistant, and 
slightly malleable. HIPS is also an easier material to print than ABS/ASA which makes it a great alternative. While 
less of an issue than with ABS/ASA, you may encounter challenges printing large parts due to warping, in 
which case a co-polyester might be a good alternative.  
 
HIPS is commonly used for for home applicances, toys, and packaging to name a few applications. It is a highly 
wear-resistant, synthetic rubber which results in a strong and impact resistant part when printed. HIPS is easily 
post-processed; it can be machined, painted, and works with many adhesives. HIPS is also soluble in limonene, 
which makes it a good dissolvable support for ABS/ASA parts. Smoothing HIPS with limonene is challenging and 
not generally recommended.  
 
HIPS can produce an unpleasant odor and you may want to consider setting up ventilation for your Nautilus 
using the fume ventilation port located on the back of your Nautilus. 
 
For drying HIPS in an oven, preheat the oven to 80°C (~175°F) before placing your spool inside for 4-6 hours. 
If your oven does not go that low, you can try to preheat it to the lowest temperature, shut the oven off, and then 
place the spool inside. Check the temperature inside with a thermometer so you don’t melt your filament! 
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Composites - Combination materials that exhibit unique properties  
 

PROS CONS 

● Can provide unique visual properties 
● Can provide unique mechanical properties 

 
 

● Some composites contain abrasive fibers, 
requiring abrasion resistant 3D printer 
hardware 

● Layer heights and nozzle diameter options are 
sometimes limited 

This category encompasses many materials such as carbon and glass fiber fill, wood fiber fills, as well as 
materials like PCABS, etc.  
 
For organization purposes in Cura, composites that have fiber/particles added will be listed with their base 
material. For example, NylonG (glass fiber reinforced nylon) will be in the nylon category. Composites that are a 
combination of two plastics will be listed in the composites category, for example, PCABS (a blend of PC 
and ABS plastics). 
 
Composites are usually used for two reasons.  
 
One, to change mechanical properties. For example, adding fiber reinforcement like carbon and glass fiber can 
add rigidity to printed parts.  
 
Two, to change the aesthetic quality of the part. For example, adding wood fiber or glitter can reduce the visibility 
of layers or produce a wood-like appearance.  
 
Composites encompass too many drastically different materials for us to go into detail on each one. The primary 
thing to understand about composites is that they tend to use similar print settings to their base material. For 
example, a nylon carbon fiber composite will likely print with similar settings to normal nylon. However, there are a 
few general notes about composites. 
 
Composites often contain particles like carbon fiber, glass fiber, wood fiber, etc. The size of the fibers will limit 
the layer heights and nozzle sizes you will be able to successfully print with. For example, the carbon fibers 
in a filament are ~100μm so it is not recommended to print with a layer height below 150μm, and while you may 
be able to get some successful prints, we recommend not using particle filled composites with the B250 Tool 
Cartridge. That said, composites like PCABS, which are just a combination of two plastics, can be printed just fine 
with the B250 Tool Cartridge and low layer heights.  
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6 Print Quality Troubleshooting 

 

Curling 
Curling refers to the issue that typically occurs on 
overhangs where extrusions curl upward 
resulting in a rough/distorted surface. This is 
more likely to happen with plastics that cannot 
be printed with the part cooling fan. The plastic 
is extruded at high-temperature and if not cooled 
quickly, can result in curling artifacts especially on 
overhangs. The more severe the overhang the 
more likely you will be to see curling.   

Solutions 

● You may be able to reduce curling by reducing the print temperature, and/or increase part cooling. 
However, the plastics that are most likely to exhibit curling (ABS, ASA, etc) may start to have layer 
adhesion problems if you decrease printing temperature or increase part cooling, especially for large 
parts. 

● Design your parts to have less severe overhang geometry. 
● Orient your part on the build plate in Cura so that there are as few severe overhangs as possible. 

 
 

 

Discoloration (black/brown flecks) 
This is typically noticed on lighter colored plastics, 
specifically white and clear. You might notice little 
black or brown spots/flecks on your part. There 
are three potential causes of this issue. One, melted 
plastic has built up on the exterior of the nozzle 
and is falling off onto the print. Two, there is residual 
material from a different plastic you were printing 
before. Three, your print temperature may be too 
hot, causing the plastic to burn/discolor. 

Solutions 
● Check to see if there is any plastic build up on the exterior of your nozzle. If there is, heat up the hotend 

and clean it off with a wire brush. 
● If you have just switched from a dark color to a light color, it is a good idea to manually extrude plastic 

after loading material until you are sure the new color is coming through clear.  
● Reduce your printing temperature by 5-10 °C. 
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Drooping Overhangs 
Overhangs are sections of the part that are slanted 
with no supporting structure below. It is advisable to 
avoid overhangs greater than 45° measured from 
the Z-axis down, however you will find some 
materials will be able to handle steep angles like 
PLA and co-polyesters, while others like ABS, ASA, 
and Nylon may have issues at 45°, especially with 
thicker layer heights. 

Solutions 
● Use support structures. The interface between the part and support will have a rougher surface finish but 

make overhangs much more reliable. 
● Increase part cooling via the part cooling fan, this may cause warping and layer splitting with large parts 

or parts that have a high shrinkage ratio when they cool like ABS, ASA, and Nylon. 
● Print a lower layer height. 
● Reduce the printing temperature by 5-10 °C, this may increase the chance of layer splitting. 
● Reduce your extrusion multiplier (called flow in the material settings in Cura). This is the least like to have 

an effect, but in some cases it may help. 
 

 

First Layer Too Close  
Printing the first layer with your nozzle too close to the 
bed can cause a variety of printing issues. It can 
prevent extrusion during the first layer or cause 
elephant’s foot, making your first couple of layers 
wider than the rest of the print. This issue can be 
material specific. It can also be caused by an 
improper Z-Offset or printing after a failed bed 
leveling. 

Solutions 

● Adjust your babystepping value (Z-offset) which can be found in the Print tab on your Nautilus. If you 
need to babystep your prints infrequently or only for certain materials, this is an effective solution. 

● Adjust your Z-Offset (see Section 4.1.2) if you find yourself having to make large babystepping 
adjustments or the issue is consistent. 

● If the bed leveling probe fails, it can cause issues with the Z height. If your Nautilus doesn’t complete its 
16 point leveling procedure or you notice the red light on the BLTouch probe flashing, then the probe is in 
alarm mode. This can be fixed by restarting the print, your BLTouch is reset before probing at the 
beginning of every print. 
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First Layer Too Far  
Printing the first layer with your nozzle too far from the 
bed can cause the part to detach from the bed or 
lead to gaps in the first layer extrusions. This issue 
can be material specific. It can also be caused by an 
improper Z-Offset or printing after a failed bed 
leveling. 
 

Solutions 

● Adjust your babystepping value (Z-offset) which can be found in the Print tab on your Nautilus. If you 
need to babystep your prints infrequently or only for certain materials, this is an effective solution. 

● Adjust your Z-Offset (see Section 4.1.2) if you find yourself having to make large babystepping 
adjustments or the issue is consistent. 

● If the bed leveling probe fails, it can cause issues with the Z height. If your Nautilus doesn’t complete its 
16 point leveling procedure or you notice the red light on the BLTouch probe flashing, then the probe is in 
alarm mode. This can be fixed by restarting the print, your BLTouch is reset before probing at the 
beginning of every print. 

 
 
 

 

Layer Splitting 
Layer splitting occurs when the layers of a part do 
not bond strongly and as the part cools, the 
shrinkage forces are enough to break the layer bond. 
This is much more common with materials that 
have greater shrinkage factors as they cool, like ASA, 
ABS, Nylon, etc. It also tends to show up more on 
larger parts. To mitigate this, the goal is to increase 
the bonding of the printed layer with the layer below it. 

Solutions 
● Decrease or disable the part cooling fan in Cura 
● Increase the printing temperature by 5-10 °C. This may improve layer bonding. 
● Increase the build plate temperature by 5-10 °C. This will increase the ambient temperature 

inside the printer, which may slow the cooling process of the printed part, resulting in better layer 
bonding. 

● Use a Tool Cartridge with a larger nozzle diameter. Large extrusion width almost always results in 
a stronger part. 

● If you have manually changed your layer height, make sure that you never use a layer height 
more than 70% of your nozzle diameter. 
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Pillowing 
Typically pillowing refers specifically to the 
situation where the plastic “bubbles” slightly on 
the top surface,  but we will also cover the closely 
related issue where the top layer does not fill in 
properly. These issues are usually caused by printing 
too few top solid layers over a low density infill. 
Printing temperature and part cooling can play a small 
role. 

Solutions 
● Increase the number/thickness of the top solid layers. This setting is found in the Shell settings 

section in Cura.  
● Increase your infill percentage. Typically pillowing issues can begin to show up at infill 

percentages of 10% and lower. 
● You may also see improved results by increasing part cooling or reducing the build plate 

temperature, but this can introduce warping and layer splitting issues for large parts and materials 
like ABS, ASA, and Nylon.  

 
 

 

Stringing 
Stringing occurs when material continues to come out 
of the nozzle while the print head moves to a new 
location on the print. It is easy to diagnose, you will 
see thin strings or blobs of material coming off the 
sides of your parts or between modeled gaps in the 
part. Certain materials tend to cause more stringing 
than others, including Co-Polyesters and Flexibles. 
Stringing can be caused by wet filament, not enough 
retraction, printing too hot, or frequent movements 
over gaps in the part. 

Solutions 
● Dry your filament using a dehydrator. You may need to dry for up to 24 hours. See Section 5 for 

material specific information. 
● Increase retraction distance, most materials will not require more than 1-2 mm of retraction for a direct 

drive extruder like on the Nautilus. 
● Increase your pressure advance. Values between 0.01 and 0.1 should work for most rigid materials, while 

higher values will be necessary for flexibles (still less than 1).  
● Decrease printing temperature by 5-10°C 
● You can try to enable combing in Cura. Combing keeps the nozzle over infill during travel moves which 

may increase print time slightly but will hide strings inside the part. Note that with combing enabled, the 
nozzle does not lift away from the part during travel moves. This means that the print head is more likely 
to catch on the printed part during the travel move which increases the chance of layer shifts or your part 
being knocked over.  
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Supports Knocked Over 
This issue refers to the situation where a support 
structure breaks loose during printing, likely 
causing issues with that portion of the part that was 
supposed to be supported. There are a few reasons 
your support structure could be knocked over. If you 
have a support structure that is tall and thin, it may 
not have enough surface area in contact with the build 
plate to reliably keep it attached. You might also find 
supports breaking free if they are built on a steep 
angled part of the printed object, or if your 
printer’s tool head does not lift during travel 
moves (referred to as Z-hop).  

Solutions 
● If you have tall, thin supports, try adding a brim to your supports, which can be found in the support 

section of the Cura setting panel. You can also decrease the support overhang angle, which will cause 
more support structures to be generated, resulting in structures that are less likely to break free. 

● If supports are being generated on the part that build off of the part and not the build plate, this is a bit 
trickier. Typically support structures are designed to have a small gap between the support and the 
model. Since this gap is usually calculated vertically, steep angles surfaces can result in a larger gap. You 
can set the support Z distance to 0, but this may make the support structure more difficult to remove. 
Support Z distance is usually set to the layer height you are printing at. 

● The Nautilus has tool head lift during travel moves (Z-hop) enabled by default, however, if you have 
combing enabled in Cura or have been tinkering with your slicing settings, you may want to check that is 
is still enable if you are having trouble with support structure breaking free. The Z-hop setting can be 
found in the travel section of the Cura settings panel. 
 

 

Warping 
Warping refers to the situation where the corners of 
your part begin to lift away from the print surface 
even though the first layers of your part successfully 
adhered to the print surface. This is particularly 
common with large parts and/or materials that 
have a high shrinkage rate as they cool like ABS, 
ASA, Nylon, etc. 

Solutions 
● Add a brim. A brim is a number of extra perimeters that are added around your part for the first layer. This 

will help hold your part down to the print surface. 
● Use an enclosed printer, like the Nautilus. 
● Decrease or disable the part cooling fan in Cura 
● Increase the build plate temperature by 5-10 °C. This will increase the ambient temperature inside the 

printer, which may slow the cooling process of the printed part resulting in better layer bonding. 
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Wet Filament (Poor Surface Quality, 
Popping Noises, Jamming) 
If you hear popping noises and or see steam 
coming from your nozzle, or you see 
bubbles/rough surfaces on your printed parts, 
your filament is likely wet. These issues are caused 
by the moisture in your filament expanding and turning 
to gas when heated up in the hotend. This can cause 
poor layer adhesion, weak parts, rough surface 
finish, stringing, and in some cases cause 
extrusion to stop completely. 

Solutions 
● Dry your filament using a dehydrator. You may need to dry for up to 24 hours. See Section 5 for material 

specific information about drying your filament in an oven. 
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7 Maintenance and Troubleshooting 

7.1 Software 

7.1.1 Updating Firmware and Macros 
Firmware updates are done via Duet Web Control (DWC). You can access DWC by typing your Nautilus’ IP 
address into the search bar of your web browser. There is more information on DWC in Section 1.3. 
 
Getting Started 

1. Download the latest Firmware and Macros zip files from the resources page on the Hydra Research 
website: https://www.hydraresearch3d.com/nautilus-resources 

2. You will get two files, DO NOT UNZIP them. 
3. In your web browser navigate to DWC by typing in your Nautilus’ IP address. 

 
Updating Firmware 

1. Navigate to System located in the file management section of your left side menu panel in DWC. 
2. Part way down the page on the right side click the Upload System Files button. 
3. In the file browser select the Nautilus Firmware zip file you downloaded. 
4. The new firmware and configuration files will now upload to your Nautilus. DO NOT unplug the Nautilus or 

disconnect your computer or Nautilus from the network until this process is complete. 
5. When the upload is complete you will be asked if you want to install the changes, click yes. 
6. The Nautilus will finish the install and reboot. You are now done with the firmware update. 

 
Updating Macros 

1. Navigate to Macros located in the file management section of your left side panel in DWC. 
2. Part way down the page on the right side, click the Upload Macro File(s) button. 
3. In the file browser select the Nautilus Macros zip file you downloaded. 
4. The new macro files will now upload to your Nautilus. DO NOT unplug the Nautilus or disconnect your 

computer or Nautilus from the network until this process is complete. 
5. You are now done with the macros update. 

 
Updating Panel Firmware 

1. Download and install Bossa here: https://github.com/shumatech/BOSSA/releases 
2. With the Nautilus Powered ON, use a paperclip to press and hold the erase button for a few seconds 

located above the speaker grill, to the right of the screen, on the front of your Nautilus.  
3. Now use the paperclip to press the reset button located below the speaker grill on the front of your 

Nautilus. There will be no visual confirmation that anything has happened. 
4. Plug the included USB to Micro USB cable into the USB port labeled PANEL on the left side of your 

Nautilus. Plug the other end into your computer. 
5. Open Bossa and select the appropriate COM from the Serial Port drop down.  

ⓘ If there are multiple, unplug the Nautilus from your computer click the refresh button and 

check the list of COMs in the Serial Port dropdown. Reconnect the USB, click refresh again and 
see which COM is new and select it. 

6. Click the Browse button and select the Nautilus Panel Firmware you downloaded. 
7. Make sure to select Erase all, Lock, and Boot to flash in the Write Options section. 
8. Now click the Write button located in the bottom left. A popup will appear showing the progress.  
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9. When complete, you can unplug the USB from your Nautilus and power cycle it for the changes to take 
effect. 
 

ⓘ If for some reason something does not work along the way, restart from step 1 of the Updating Panel 

Firmware instructions. If you are still experiencing issues, don’t hesitate to contact support (contact information 
can be found in Section 1.5). 
 

 
The erase and reset buttons are highlighted in red. Erase on top and reset on the bottom 

7.1.3 Updating and Troubleshooting Cura 
The Nautilus plugin will automatically install all of the latest stable configuration files when it is downloaded from 
the Cura Marketplace. Once you have added your Nautilus to the Connections menu (see Section 2.2.2) you 
should only have to interact with the plugin in order to update it or add/edit your Nautilus connections. 
 
Updating the Plugin 
Hydra Research is constantly testing the profiles for printing on the Nautilus as well as adding support for new 
materials and accessories. In order to take advantage of these constant improvements we recommend you keep 
the Cura plugin up to date: 

1. When an update the plugin is available, Cura will display a red notification bubble on the Marketplace 
button in the top right of the Cura interface 

2. Open the Marketplace by clicking that button 
3. In the top right corner of the Marketplace, click the Installed header 
4. Scroll down until you find Hydra Research Nautilus 
5. If an update is available, there will be an Update button above Uninstall 
6. Click Update and Cura will download the latest version 
7. Review and accept the License for the plugin 
8. Click Quit Cura in the bottom right hand corner of the Marketplace 
9. Open Cura again and you will have the latest configuration installed 
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Updating Cura 
When Ultimaker updates Cura, a message will appear in the bottom of your Cura interface on start-up notifying 
you that a new version is available. Ultimaker also makes beta releases of Cura publicly available on their 
website. It is strongly advised to avoid using beta releases of Cura with your Nautilus, it is possible that some 
features or the whole plugin may not yet be functional. When a stable release is available: 

1. Navigate to Ultimaker’s website: https://ultimaker.com/software/ultimaker-cura 
2. Click Download for Free, select your operating system, and install the downloaded package 
3. Open Cura 

ⓘ Cura will automatically import configuration from the previous version. It is possible that Cura will 

report an error if the plugin is not compatible across both versions. Do NOT click Reset Configuration, the 
plugin is capable of fixing that error on install. 

4. Navigate to the Marketplace and install the plugin. If the Marketplace says that the plugin is already 
installed, follow the update procedure. If the plugin does not appear, we recommend you continue using 
the previous version of Cura until a stable plugin is released. 

5. If the error message still appears on reboot, contact support 
 
Refreshing configuration 
If Cura reports an error message in relation to the Nautilus configuration files, the first step should be to restart 
Cura. If that does not fix the issue you can reset your printer configuration: 

1. In Cura, navigate to Extensions→Hydra Research Nautilus Plugin→Preferences 
2. Click Uninstall plugin files 
3. Restart Cura (The preferences window must be closed in order for Cura to quit) 
4. Open the preferences window as in Step 1 
5. Click Install plugin files 
6. Restart Cura again 

 
Uninstalling configuration/Nautilus plugin 
If you wish to stop using your Nautilus with Cura and would like to uninstall the configuration and plugin, Cura may 
report an error if you do not uninstall properly. 

1. In Cura, click on the currently active printer name in the top left corner and then Manage Printers 
2. Click on Hydra Research Nautilus, then Remove, and finally click Yes 

ⓘ Cura will not let you delete all of your saved printers. If you only have saved Nautili you will need to 

add a different printer in order to delete them 
3. Repeat step 2 for all Nautili in your available printers, then click Close 
4. Navigate to Extensions→Hydra Research Nautilus Plugin→Preferences 
5. Click Uninstall plugin files and close the preferences window 
6. Restart Cura (The preferences window must be closed in order for Cura to quit) 
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7.2 General Maintenance 
The Nautilus is a manufacturing tool and requires some general maintenance to function consistently. It is 
recommended to avoid using your Nautilus in an area with a lot of dust or airborne particles.  

7.2.1 Purge Bucket 
Every time the Nautilus loads/unloads material or starts a print, it will purge some material into the purge bucket 
and wipe the nozzle on the silicon wiper pad. It is recommended to empty the bucket regularly. 
 
The purge bucket height is adjustable so that the wiper pad is always at the optimal height for cleaning the nozzle. 
To adjust the purge bucket height: 

● Loosen the two screws securing the purge bucket bracket to the left side panel about one half turn. The 
purge bucket mounting screws are indicated in the picture below. 

● Slide the bracket in the slot holes until the purge bucket is just below the nozzle 

ⓘ Make sure the nozzle will clear the purge bucket, if the nozzle crashes into the purge bucket 

it can damage your Tool Cartridge or purge bucket 
● Tighten the two screws securing the purge bucket to finger tightness 

ⓘ Do not overtighten the screw as it can strip the threaded insert 

● Adjust your wiper pad to a proper height to wipe the nozzle (see below for instructions) 
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Over time the silicone wiper pad will wear down, they are cut into squares which can allow as many as eight 
usable orientations before it needs to be replaced. To adjust or replace your wiper pad: 

● Loosen or remove the screw that clamps down the wiper pad until it can be freed easily 
● Remove the pad and orient it so a fresh corner faces the inside of the purge bucket 
● Reinsert the wiper pad and tighten the screw until the pad is secure 

ⓘ Do not overtighten the screw as it can strip the threaded insert 

 

7.2.2 Clean the Outside 
It is a good idea to regularly wipe down the outside of your printer with a dry or slightly damp cloth to prevent 
the accumulation of dust and remove fingerprints from the door and touchscreen.  

7.2.3 Clean the Inside 
It is advised to remove small bits of dust and material that may accumulate in your printer over time.  

● Raise the build plate enough to comfortably access the bottom of your printer, information on how to do 
this is in Section 1.2 

● Gather up the largest particles by hand or with a vacuum cleaner, being careful not to pull on the exposed 
cable hose 

● Gently wipe the bottom of your printer with a dry or lightly damp cloth 

7.2.4 Print Surface Maintenance 
The first layer is the foundation of every successful print, so it is important to ensure that your print surface is 
clean. 

● To remove glue stick or other adhesion interfaces, clean your print surface with warm water and the soft 
side of a sponge. Do NOT wash your print surface while it is inside your printer. 

● To remove dust and skin oils from your print surface, wipe it down with diluted IPA and a cloth or paper 
towel 

● If your PEI sheet becomes warped or you notice poor adhesion, you can refresh your PEI by lightly 
sanding with 400 grit sandpaper 
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7.2.5 Removing Frame Panels 
In order to perform maintenance or fix an issue with your Nautilus, you may have to remove one of the frame 
panels. Before removing any panels, power off your Nautilus and unplug it. 
 

⚠ IMPORTANT In order to maintain perpendicularity and structural integrity, do NOT remove more 

than one panel at a time 

⚠ CAUTION Do NOT remove the back panel unless instructed by support, it can be quite difficult to 

reinstall. 
 
Front Panel 
To remove the front panel, remove ALL of the screws indicated in red circles. Carefully pull the front panel straight 
off, being careful not to pull on the wires connected to the touch screen. Unplug the Micro-USB cable and display 
connector carefully.  
 
When replacing the front panel, plug in the Micro-USB and display cables and slide the front panel onto the Y-axis 
rod. Then, turn all of the screws a few turns but do not tighten until all screws are properly seated. Be careful 
tightening the screws, too much force can strip the threads and damage your printer. 

ⓘ If you tighten the screws before they are all seated, it can lead to problems with the perpendicularity 

of the axes which can affect print performance or damage your printer.  
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Right Side Panel 
To remove the right side panel, remove ALL of the screws indicated in red circles. When replacing the side panel, 
turn all of the screws a few turns but do not tighten until all screws are properly seated. Be careful tightening 
the screws, too much force can strip the threads and damage your printer. 

ⓘ If you tighten the screws before they are all seated, it can lead to problems with the perpendicularity 

of the axes which can affect print performance or damage your printer.  
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Left Side Panel 
To remove the left side panel, remove ALL of the screws indicated in red circles. Make sure the IO cover plate is 
not attached to the side panel when you remove it! 
 
When replacing the side panel, first attach the IO cover plate then turn all of the remaining screws a few turns 
but do not tighten until all screws are properly seated. Be careful tightening the screws, too much force can 
strip the threads and damage your printer. 

ⓘ If you tighten the screws before they are all seated, it can lead to problems with the perpendicularity 

of the axes which can affect print performance or damage your printer.  

 

7.3 Tool Head and Extruder 
This category covers material jams and general maintenance of the Nautilus tool head and extruder. 

7.3.1 Clearing Material Jams 
If you experience issues loading, unloading, or extruding filament then there is likely a material jam somewhere in 
the extrusion system. If you can load and unload material but are having extrusion issues, see Section 7.4.2 to 
clear jams/clogs in the Tool Cartridge.  
 
Troubleshooting Issues Loading Filament 

● Insert filament into your Nautilus until strong resistance is met, it should feel like the filament is running 
into a wall. 

● Run the Material Load macro, if the filament begins to load into the printer, then your extruder is 
successfully loading filament. If no filament is extruded from the nozzle or you are still having issues 
printing, the jam is likely in your Tool Cartridge. 

● If material does not load or you hear clicking during extrusion, then you likely need to clean your extruder 
and or your tool cartridge. Refer to Section 7.3.2 for extruder cleaning and Section 7.4 for issues with the 
Tool Cartridge. 
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Troubleshooting Issues Unloading Filament 
1. Preheat the nozzle to the relevant temperature for the material that is jammed 
2. Run the Material Unload macro 
3. If the filament is still jammed, manually heat the nozzle to the relevant temperature for the jammed 

material. Then carefully try and remove the Tool Cartridge  

⚠ CAUTION Your tool cartridge will be HOT, the nozzle and heater block will be hot enough to 

cause painful burns. 
4. If the Tool Cartridge comes out, set it aside to cool. If there is still filament stuck in your Tool Cartridge, 

remove it and follow the steps for clearing a jammed nozzle. 
5. Power OFF the printer, then slowly pull the filament out from the filament insertion point. 

ⓘ If your printer is ON you will be unable to remove the filament 

6. If the Tool Cartridge is difficult to remove or if you are unable to manually remove the filament, you will 
have to open up the extruder to remove filament, which is detailed in the next section 

 
Removing Filament Stuck in the Extruder 

1. Power off your Nautilus and unplug it 
2. Remove all the M5 bolts securing the left side panel except for the two that attach the purge bucket 

mount. 

ⓘ Do not forget to remove the bolts securing the power switch to the left side panel 

3. Remove the left side panel and set it aside. See Section 7.2.5 for how to do this. 
4. Manually and slowly move the Tool Head to the left side of the printer. 
5. Unscrew the two tension screws located on the right side of the extruder, which is the part immediately 

above the Tool Head. Open the extruder door located on the left side of the extruder.  
 

 
Extruder tension screws 

 
Open extruder door 

  ⓘ Be careful not to lose the springs on the tension screws if they come out with the screws 

6. Use the flush cutters included with your Nautilus to cut the filament at the filament insertion point on the 
top of your Nautilus. 

7. You should now be able to remove your Tool Cartridge and the attached filament from the Tool Head. 
8. Use tweezers and the wire brush included with your Nautilus to remove any bits of plastic from the 

extruder gears and the surrounding area.  
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9. Once all debris has been removed, close the extruder door and screw back in the extruder tensioning 

screws so that they are flush with the outside of the extruder door. 
10. Replace the left side panel and screw in all M5 screws without tightening. Once all screws are in place 

tighten them, starting with the four corners. 
11. Use flush cutters to cut the filament about 5mm (~.2”) above the PTFE tube in your Tool Cartridge, then 

follow the instructions in Section 7.4.2 to clear the jammed filament from your Tool Cartridge. 

7.3.2 Cleaning the Extruder 
If the extruder gears strip the filament ground plastic can build up in the extruder, potentially resulting in 
inconsistent extrusion or jams. If you are comfortable working in tight spaces with limited visibility, this process 
can be done without removing the left side panel of the Nautilus. However, to make things more visible and 
accessible we recommend removing the left side panel for this procedure. 
 

1. Unload the material if possible. If the material is stuck, follow the steps of unloading jammed material 
(Section 7.3.1 and 7.4.2) 

2. Power off your Nautilus and unplug it. 
3. Remove all the M5 bolts securing the left side panel except for the two that attach the purge bucket 

mount. See Section 7.2.5 for pictures and more information 

ⓘ Do not forget to remove the bolts securing the power switch to the left side panel 

4. Remove the left side panel and set it to the side. 
5. Manually and slowly move the tool head to the left side of the printer. 
6. Unscrew the two tension screws located on the right side of the extruder. Open the extruder door located 

on the left side of the extruder. 
7. Use tweezers and the wire brush included with your Nautilus to remove any bits of plastic inside the 

extruder. The wire brush is particularly helpful for brushing ground up plastic out of the extruder gear 
teeth. 

8. Once all debris has been removed, close the extruder door and screw back in the extruder tensioning 
screws so that they are flush with the outside of the extruder door. 

9. Replace the left side panel and screw in all M5 screws without tightening. Once all screws are in place 
tighten them starting with the four corners. See Section 7.2.5 for pictures and more information. 

10. You are now ready to print again. 
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Cleaning the extruder: the gears are indicated with red circles 

7.3.3 Extruder Tension 
The extruder tension refers to the amount of tension applied to the dual extruder gears that push filament into the 
Tool Cartridge. You should not need to adjust your extruder tension often, but if you have performed maintenance 
on the extruder or the extruder does not seem to be gripping the filament properly, you may need to adjust it. 
 
Extruder tension adjustments are made by loosening or tightening the two screws located on the right side of the 
Tool Head toward the top of the extruder. Ideal tension is when these screws are flush with the extruder door on 
the left side of the Tool Head. If filament seems to be slipping in the extruder, you may need to increase tension. 
Start with one half-turn of each screw, and work your way increasing/decreasing tension in half-turn increments 
until you are satisfied with the results. 
 

 
The two screws indicated by the red circle control extruder tension 
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7.4 Tool Cartridges 
The Tool Cartridge is the last part of the Nautilus that interacts with the filament during printing which makes it a 
crucial element in producing high-quality prints. 

7.4.1 Clean the Tool Cartridges 
Make sure to keep your Tool Cartridges in a clean place when not in use and wipe off any dirt or grime that may 
accumulate with a moist cloth.  
 
Regular printing may cause excess material to stick to the outside of the nozzle, while this will not damage your 
printer it may affect print quality if the material build-up is excessive. To clean the nozzle: 

● If your Tool Cartridge is installed, unload the filament and remove the cartridge (See Section 1.4.1) 
● Brush it with the included wire brush until the nozzle is clean, being careful not to damage your silicone 

sock. Large pieces of excess material can also be removed with tweezers. 
● Make sure the silicone sock is properly seated, if it has become misaligned you can put it back into place 

using tweezers and/or a flathead screwdriver in the hard to reach areas 

7.4.2 Clearing Nozzle Jams 
If extrusion becomes inconsistent or stops completely, it could be due to a jam in the Tool Cartridge. First, preheat 
the nozzle, move the build plate out of the way, and attempt to extrude fresh material manually from the Extrusion 
menu. If it does not extrude, Unload Material. If something goes wrong with unloading, see Section 7.3.1 to clear 
an extruder jam. 

1. Ensure the nozzle is heated to the temperature of the material left in the nozzle. 
2. Run the Change Tool macro and remove the Tool Cartridge. 

⚠ CAUTION Your tool cartridge will be HOT, the nozzle and heater block will be hot enough to 

cause painful burns. 
3. Remove the blue clip by pulling outwards on the vertical tab, press down on the black collar, and remove 

the piece of PTFE tube. 
4. If there is filament sticking out of your Tool Cartridge, use the pliers included with your Nautilus to firmly 

pull the filament out. 
5. Use the needle included with your Nautilus to poke into the nozzle and clear the jammed material but do 

not touch the nozzle or heater block. It is recommended to wear gloves and/or use pliers to grip the 
needle. 

⚠ CAUTION Your tool cartridge will be HOT, the nozzle and heater block will be hot enough to 

cause painful burns. 
6. Put your Tool Cartridge back into your Nautilus and load material. 
7. If you are continuing to have extrusion issues, contact Hydra Research support, see Section 1.5.3 for 

contact information. 

7.4.3 Replacing Tool Cartridge PTFE Tubing 
Over time the PTFE tubing that guides filament into the Tool Cartridge can become bent or damaged. If you 
notice printing issues with a specific Tool Cartridge, check the tube for cosmetic signs of damage. To replace the 
tube: 

● Remove the light blue clip from the top of the Cartridge by pulling outward on the vertical tab. 
● Press the collar down towards the heat sink and pull the tube out. 
● Insert a fresh piece of tubing into the heat sink. 
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● Replace the blue clip between the black collar and the top of the heat sink. 

7.5 Movement System 
This section covers maintenance of the movement system. The Nautilus was designed to be a low-maintenance 
machine; however, to ensure consistent results it is recommended to regularly check the status of your movement 
system. The bushings that enable the movement system are self-lubricating, do NOT oil your rods. 

7.5.1 Belt Tension 
The Nautilus uses a CoreXY movement system which keeps the motors stationary and utilizes belts to transfer 
the motion of the motors to the tool head. 
 
Proper belt tension is crucial for accuracy and repeatability of the Nautilus’ motion system. To check the belt 
tension, pluck a long stretch of each belt in a similar place. It should resonate like a guitar string and both belts 
should produce a similar sound. A good location to do this is the center of the back of the printer. 
 
It’s also important to check for balanced belt tension. To do this, move the tool head to the front of the printer and 
look at the position of the Y-Carriage on each side. Both Y-Carriages should both be nearly touching the motor 
mounts on each side. If they are uneven you can adjust the tension by tightening or loosening the screws that 
attach the belts to the tool head. Be careful not to completely unscrew the belts from the tool head. 
 

 
Red circles indicate the belt tension screws 

 
Red arrows indicate where to tuck excess belt 
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7.6 Electronics 

7.6.1 Duet Wiring Diagram 
This is the wiring guide for the Duet 2 main board. If you have the ethernet version of the Nautilus all the wiring is 
the same, but you will notice the ethernet port takes the place of the WiFi module located in the lower left. 
 

ⓘ Colored squares next to the connectors represent the colors of the wires included with your 

Nautilus. 
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